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ABSTRACT
This thesis will focus on a newly-created leadership manual and the
likelihood of increased effectiveness in job performance and perceived benefit
among company-level leaders in the United States Army Reserve who use it. In
this thesis, this handbook or leaders' manual - which summarizes and highlights
applicable military regulations, policies, guidances and code as well as provides
helpful hints for the company commander - was reviewed by subject matter
experts who rated the manual on the basis of accuracy, utility and potential for
use among Army Reserve leadership. SpecificaJly, it was hypothesized that these
experts would view the handbook as well-written, useful, and likely to be used.
The history of military leadership has shown that it is difficult to clearly
define specific physical or psychological leadership traits. The supporting
evidence, both in specific cases of individuals in particular situations, as well as
in research by social scientists, shows that effective leadership at its roots is, most
simply, individuals acting logically, boldly and effectively under situational
specific circumstances. To transfer this background knowledge of military
leadership to a more defined environment - company-level leadership in a U. S.
Army Reserve unit -- requires looking past the current leader development

paradigm of institutional learning, increasingly challenging operational
assignments, and a system of self-development. This current model bas been
shown to have been inadequate to the challenges of leadership in the Army
Reserve as shown in the alarmingly high annual personnel attrition rates,
particularly among the junior enlisted soldier, and in the lack of readiness to go to
war among units who are, in theory, supposed to be among the first to mobilize.
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In this study, five subject matter experts - current USAR officers who

have served or currently serve in a company-level leadership position - were
given this newly-created USAR Company Commander' s Handbook. T hey were
requested to criticaJly review this handbook and then complete a survey which
solicited their views on the handbook, both objectively and subjectively. The
survey used a classic five-point Likert scale, as well as a " comments'' section
after each question and each major portion of the survey.
Results of the surveys completed by the subject matter ex pens showed
that the USAR Company Comma nder's Handbook was well received. These
raters' evaluations showed that th.ey viewed the handbook as being effective, and
therefore likely to be used by both new and experienced company-level
commanders.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Overview - United States Anned Forces
The United States Military has undergone a drastic transformation in the
past decade. F rom a Cold-War high of 3 .5 million active-duty soldiers, sailors,
and ainnen; the Anned Forces currently maintains only 1.4 mmion full-time
troops (Anned Forces Lnfonnation Service 33). The U nited States Anny, as the
largest of the three branches of the military, has felt the brunt of the cuts, losing
234,000 soldiers between I 989 and 1995 (Association of the US Anny 27). This
reduction in active-duty troops has resuJted in an ever increased reliance on
Reserve and National Guard forces, whose forces have also been sharply
decreased- from 766,000 in 1989 to a 1995 total of 567,000 (AUSA 27).
These sharp cuts in the mil itary' s resources in both the active and the
reserve component (which for the sake of brevity will be understood to include
both the Reserve and National Guard throughout this work) has also brought
about a significant strategic shift. Through the "Total Anny" concept, the reserve
component is increasingly called upon to provide s upport for actjve-duty missions
and bas seen literally dozens of mobilizations in the past decade.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs, Deborah Lee, said
in 1995 testimony before a House subcommittee, " By maximizing the
contribution of our G uard and Reserve to the total force in peacetime we can help
reduce active PERSTEMPO (personnel tempo-the number, duration and
frequency of deployments), more effectively use scarce defense resources and
provide excellent training for the reserve compone nts" (Defense Issues 3).
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Th.is means that the reserve forces, comprised primarily of combat service
(e.g., military police, engineers) and combat service support (suc h as medical or
supply) units, must maintain an ever present state of readiness to perfonn
traditional missions-i.e., disaster relief or domestic riot control-in addition to the
frequent call-ups to support their active-duty brethren.
President Bill C linton told his new national security team in 1993: "The
cha llenges are many--terrorism; the threat of weapons of mass destruction: drug
trafficking; environmenta l degradation; ethnic, religious and racial conflicts;
[and] dealing with the sea changes occurring in Asia and e lsewhere throughout
the globe" (Turbiville el al 5).
As additional missions have been transferred from the active A rmy to the
Reserves, the two components have become inextricably linked. Th.is increasing
reliance o n the Reserves for early-deploying combat and support forces means
that a presidential decision to call up Reserve units must be made early in the
crisis development stage {AUSA 14).
Brigadier General James Helmly, Deputy Chief of the Army Reserve said,
"The role of the Army Reserve has changed in the last severa l years. During the
Cold War, the Reserve would be mobilized and come to an operation later than
the active Anny. ln the world we live in today, our Army Reserve soldiers
perform tasks, under mobilization and other types of orders, that augment the
active Army and enable it to undertake its primary core competency missions"

(Army link News).
Secretary of Defense William J. Peny said, "our Total Force policy
assigns a number of key missions completely or largely to the reserves, which
means that anytime we' re conducting a significant operation, we will be going to
the reserves to round o ut o ur forces" {DI 1).
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Or, in the words of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affai rs
Lee, when she spoke of the force structure realignment at a briefing in January,
1997: "With an increased re liance on the reserve component, the readiness of the
remaining forces must be improved."

It is clear that the view which calls for continually increased involvement
and participation in world action by the reserve forces extends throughout the
chain of command all the way to the Commander-in-Chief. The end result is that
the reserves must stretch to use training time to perform domestic missions called
for by politicians who see the military as a house-keeping force while yet
remaining prepared to answer the inevitable call to duty to perform a wartime
mission.

Readiness Issues in a New World Scenario
With the elimination of the Cold War focus on defending against the twin
threat of nuclear conflict and Russian armored divisions rolling through the Fulda
Gap, the focus of the strategic planning and preparation bas also changed. The US
military' s current threat assessment has determined that the armed forces must be
prepared to fight two Major Regional Conflicts simultaneously. To perform two
Desert Storm sized operations at the same time would require across-the-board
involvement by the reserve component and is the basis for formulating current
training theory and practice (TRADOC 3 1).
• As the vast majority (90% or more-according to current DoD statistics ) of company
commanders in both the active component and the reserve are male. unless otherwise stated. the
masculine gender of the singular pronoun is used to refer to both males and females throughout the
course of this work.
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The ever-increasing demands for preparation and training are a great
challenge for reserve component leadership. The question that faces those leaders
is how to ensure that the Reserves train to the level of the active components with
part-time soldier citizens, while yet maintaining a state of readiness that will
allow them to perfonn to standard when called upon.

Leadership in the Reserves· Critical to Readiness
The primary disadvantage to the reserve component in readiness
preparation is the severe time limitation in which to conduct effective training.
The chain-of-command, structure, and personnel composition of Reserve units
parallels that of the active-duty forces. Reserve units have the same personnel
authorizations and strength as an equivalent active duty unit. A field hospital wiU
have an equal number of combat medics regardless of its status as an active-duty
or reserve unit (A.MEDO 128).
In theory, the quality of training and equipment as well as the state of
readiness is also identical to the fuJl-time force. However, one can not reasonably
expect that a force comprised of and led by citizen-soldiers who assemble two
days a month and two weeks each summer can match the level of readiness or the
thoroughness of training of those who are able to practice assigned missions and
soldier skills full-rime.
AJso, in these times of limited budgets and forced cost-cutting in all areas,
it can be assumed that the reserves will not be first in line when it comes time for
initial equipment issue, repair, and fie lding of new gear.
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Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs Deborah Lee
commented on the equipment shortfalls in the reserve component in testimony
before the National Security Subcommittee of the House Appropriations
Committee in 1995. According to Lee, "equipment readiness shortfalls include
communications gear; night vision goggles; trucks, small boats, trailers, cranes
and tractors; power supply equipment; nuclear, biological and chemical protective
equipment; as well as engineering and construction equipment"" (DI 7)

The Chain of Command in a Typical Army Reserve Unit
Having a command position is an awesome responsibility. as the lives of
subordinates depend literally on decisions a commander makes. " In battle, you
must inspire your soldiers to do things against their natural will --possibly to risk
their lives- to carry out missions for the greater good of the unit, the Army, and
the country" (Battlefield Leadership l ).
To understand the concept of command, it must first be accurately
defined. "Command is the authority that a commander in the military service
lawfully exercises over subordinates by virtue of rank or assignment. Command
includes the authority and responsibility for effectively using available resources
and for planning the employment of, organizing, directing, coordinating, and
controlling military forces to accomplish assigned missions. It also includes the
responsibility for the health, welfare, morale, tra ining, and discipline of assigned
and attached personnel" ( StajfOrgani=ation . .. I - 1).
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The most common command position in the US Army Reserve is that of a
company-sized unit ( 100-120 soldiers). The commander of this type of unit is
typicaJly a junior grade officer, generally in the rank of first Lieutenant or captain.
The company commander has four platoon leaders, officers in the rank of second
or first lieutenant. T he company commander has a First Sergeant, a
non-commissioned officer (NCO), who is the most senior enlisted soldier in the

unit. Each Platoon Leader has a Platoon Sergeant (who are also NCO' s), who
typicaUy supervises four squad leaders. Each squad leader is then responsible for

8- l Ojunior enlisted soldiers.
Table 1
Chain of Command in a Company-sized Unit:

Company Commander
-First Sergeant
Platoon Leader
Platoon Leader
Platoon Leader
Platoon Leader
-Platoon Sergeant -Platoon Sgt.
-Platoon Sgt.
-Platoon S1:,>t.
4 Squad Leaders
4 Squad Leaders 4 Squad Leaders
4 Squad Ldrs
IO soldiers each
10 soldiers each IO soldiers each
10 soldiers each

SOURCE: United States Army. FM J 00-5 -- The Infantry Company. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1992) Table 3-3.

The comparison between officer and enlisted most readily made is that of
the relationship between management and labor in the civiLian world. The officers
make decisions and then tell the senior NCO's the necessary tasks to be
performed. The NCO 's then devise a work plan for the junior enlisted, direct the
work, supervise it and report on its completion. E ffective leadership means that
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delegation occurs readjly, and that trust and frequent communication exist
between officers and en.listed in a unit (Military Leadership 7).

Barriers to Effective Leadership
ln rus book Ha::ardous Duty, which criticizes the current US Anny Forces,
accusing the brass of being more interested in posturing and in what the grunts
call ''dog-and-pony shows" than in being ready to go to war, retired Colonel
David Hackworth states emphatically, "there are no bad units; only bad officers"
(67). The successful trainjng and performance of a

unit depends on the ability of

its commander to plan appropriately and to respond rapidly to the environment in
which he or she operates. Major General C. G. Marsh sajd "The success of the
unit depends upon the commander more than any other single factor'·
(FORSCOM ill).
ln the company-sized outfit, this commander is typically a first lieutenant
or captain, a junior-grade officer who often has limited leadersrup experience. ln
the reserves, this young soldier is often thrown into a maelstrom where an entire
month's worth of training, paperwork and leadersrup responsibility is crammed
into two-days of reserve drill each month. A mountain of applicable guidelines,
regulations, policy statements shape every decision that must be made.
Without adequate advance planning and preparation, and readily available
" fingertip" assistance in negotjating the policy maze that affects dec isions ranging
from "military" issues such as promotions, attendance policies and discipline to
the " personal'' problems of soldiers (also the responsibility of the commander)
such as family problems, late student loan assistance and bad checks, the
commander is in real danger of being overwhelmed ( 102nd ARCOM 12 ).
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This inabiUty to perfonn by the commander will in turn cause the unit to
fail its mission of preparation and maintenance of a constant state of readiness. ln
wartime this translates directly into means lost lives.
It is clear that nothing is more important than the Jives of the young
Americans entrusted to an officer. A solution to this problem of overwhelming
administrative distractions which take away from unit readiness must be found as
the very lives of soldiers depend on it.
Therefore, this study will focus on the particular problems associated with
company command in the United States Anny Reserve, and wi11 propose a
solution which will benefit the company commander and make his* job easier.
This solution will prove invaluable to that commander, in that it enhances his
ability to conduct effective, vigorous training which means successful preparation
and the readiness of his unit. This training and readiness is critical to successful
performance of mission requirements when the inevitable call-up comes.

Chapter □

LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been as many books, anicles, theses, and manuals written on
military leadership through the run of the centuries as dead soldiers unfortunate
enough to have leaders either unskilled or uncaring enough to have put them in
avoidable situations where they met their end.
Carl von Clausewitz, perhaps the most influential military thinker of the
modem era, wrote in his 1832 classic On War,

It is the impact of the ebbing of moral and physical strength, of the
heart-rending spectacle of the dead and wounded, that the commander
has to withstand-first in himself, and then in all those who directly or
indirectly, have entrusted him with their thoughts and feelings, hopes
and fears. ( I04)

Ln that conflict within a commander is found the true irony of military
leadership. Jt is also what bas made it such an interesting topic for so many
writers, historians and philosophers to ponder: how, throughout history, by chance
or fate, the Jives of men have been placed entirely in hands of leaders incapable of
being effective and able leaders.
Lt does not matter whether the failed leadership is caused by the leader' s
lack oftrai.ning or ability, or because of a misbegotten selection of the leader on
the sole basis of family lineage, through popular selection by the soldiers in a
unit, or if the choice of commander was really no choice at all, made through
default via possession of the ignoble distinction of being the highest-ranking Joe
Snuffy left alive at the end of the day.

9
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Interestingly, through centuries of warfare, men led by officers prone to
flawed thinking and inept decision-making were often far worse off than if they
were merely turned loose and allowed to fend for themselves. C harles de Gaulle
wrote of such a situation when be described men in a French Army which was
plagued by poor leadership and a lack of preparation. Because of this, these men
had Little choice but to wait for a certain death:

When, in 1870, the French Army found itself involved in a war the
conditions of which had not been foreseen, and faced by an enemy
inspired by patriotic ardor, neither leaders nor men could do more
than offer a passive resistance to events and endure disaster with
courage and resignation. (39)

At its most essential level, every piece written about military leadership is
attempting to help solve the unpleasant reality of unnecessary injury and death in
time of war. In 1917, Major C. A. Bach addressed the graduating student officers
at the Second Training Camp at Fort Sheridan on the importance of their coming
leadership roles in " The Great War":

It is in the military service only, where men freely sacrifice their lives
for a faith, where men are willing to suffer and die for the right or the
prevention of a great wrong, that we can hope to realize leadership in
its most exalted and distinf,1Uished sense. True leadership not only
de mands but recei ves the willing , unhesitating, unfaltering obedience
and loyalty of other me n; and a devotion that will cause them~when
the time comes, to fo llow their uncrowned king to he11 and back again
if necessary. (442)

Historical OveTView
Clausewitz, like so many others since him, expended great effort in a
struggle to give some definition to the undefi nable: the elusive characteristics that
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make a good military leader. "Because so much in battle depends on the
commander' s judgment, Clausewitz claimed self-control was a supreme military
virtue.. (Chipman 365). Clausewitz cited in particuJar Napoleon and Frederick the
Great of Prussia, noting that although these men harbored great passions, they
also possessed well-educated minds which controlled their desires and served to
balance their fiery temperaments (Clausewitz 121 ).
Nearly a hundred years later, Douglas Southall Freeman claimed
self-control was Robert E. Lee' s supreme leadership trait. Freeman echoed
Clausewitz' s theories even further, noting that self-control was also Lee·s primary
criterion for selecting his command lieutenants (Freeman 62).
Going hand-in-band with self-control as a trait essential to success in
military leadership, said Clausewitz, was an intense personality, one possessed of
courage and determination (Chipman 367). Clausewitz believed that good
commanders possess intense emotions which sustain them in difficuJt times, and
that "j ust as a compass navigates and regulates a ship through rough seas, the
intensity in a good leader is balanced by self-discipline which regulates those
flaming passions.. (Chipman 366). Clausewitz wrote of the necessity of that
balance when leaders were subjected to the extreme stress of combat, saying

physical casualties are not the only losses incurred by both sides in
the course of engagement; their moral strength is also shaken, broken,
and ruined. 1n deciding whether or not to continue the engagement it
is not enough to consider the loss of men, horses, and guns; one also
has to weigh the loss of orde r, courage, confidence, cohesion, and
plan. (60)
The ramifications of mistakes m the arena of military leadership are
indeed high when compared to leadership in business or any other field. The
consequences for failed military leadership are measured in lost human lives, as
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opposed to something that becomes rather trivial in comparison, such as a
negative return on shareholder profit for the fiscaJ year.
Because of that burden on the shoulders of leaders, as long as there have
been men taking troops into battle there have been people writing, thinking,
talking about and testing various leadership theories, all in an attempt to logicaJly
and objectively capture of the trait of " leadership".
Because these attempts have been largely unsuccessful in finding set rules
and formulas for what works when it comes to effective leadership, Clausewitz' s
theory (which bolds up as the ideal an individual who balances passion and
control) plus a heady amount of "anything goes!" has continued to have strong
influence in general leadership theory. S. L. A. Marshall wrote that leadership is
by rough approximation, "60 percent . . . the ability to anticipate; and 40 percent .

. . the ability to improvise" ( 154).
This is lack of easily defined traits which create effective leadership is
demonstrated when one thinks of the amazing assortment of characters who have
worn the mantle of being a " great" military leader: rumpled, begrizzled Grant,
who rall ied a sagging Union Army; General Douglas MacArthur, who, after
WWII glory in the Pacific wrongly thought he could win a dispute with the
President; Alexander the Great, whose distinction even today is reflected by a
British heavy-metal band in a song that bears bis name and sings of his triumphs:

Alexander the Great, His name struck f ear mto hearts ofmen
Alexander the Great, Became a God amongst mortal men
A Phryg1an King had bound a chariot yoke
And Alexander cut the Gordian knot
And legend said that who untied the knot
He would become the master ofAsia
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Helonism he spread jar and wide
The Macedonian learned mind
Their culture was a Western way oflife
He paved the way.fo r Christianity (Iron Maiden)
The regal Field-Marshall Erwin Romrne] who confounded the Allies
during World War II in the North African Desert was another. Napoleon I, whose
drive to conquer the world came from his burning desire to be known for much
more than his sl.ight stature also fits that category. Hannibal , who drove his troops
on elephants through the A1ps was noted for his intense hatred, while Frederick
the Great, in his intense desire for g]ory, fought several wars against daunting
odds but emerged triumphant to dramatically enlarge Prussia's borders in the 18th
century (Chipman 366; Chand1er 246).
It is indeed difficu1t to identify a clear common trait or human
characteristic which can be found in all of these men - despite the best efforts of
historians and students of history over the centuries - which defines them as great
leaders. Clausewitz commented on the vagueness of definite traits of effective
leadership when he wrote in On War,

Finally, and without wishing to risk a closer definition of the higher
reaches of the spirit, let us assert that the human mind is far from
unifonn. lf we then ask what sort of mind is likeliest to display the
qualities of military genius, experience and observation will both tell
us that it is the inquiring rather than the creative mind, the approach
that is comprehensive rather than specialized, the calm rather than the
excitable head to which in war we would choose to entrust the fate of
or brothers and children, and the safety and honor of our country.
( 112)

Napoleon Bonaparte held the same feelings about the temperament of a
leader. He wrote that "a man is not born a commander. He must become one. Not
to be anxious; to be always cool; to avoid confusion in his commands; never to
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change countenance; to give his orders in the midst of battle with as much
composure as if he were at ease" (231).
The frustration of those involved in the study of military leadership at
being unable to define leadership traits and characteristics to any greater extent
surfaced in the introduction of Ralph M. Stogdill's Handbook ofLeadership. He
wrote

Four decades of research on leadership have produced a bewildering
mass of findings. Numerous surveys of special problems have been
published, but they seldom include all the studies available on a topic.
It is difficult to know what, if anything, has been convincingly
demonstrated by replicated research. (4)

Other early military studies also tended to use personal characteristics as
being key to leadership, and found only weak relations at best (see Kohs and Irle
73-87; Page 3 1-43 ). W. 0 . Jenkins reviewed 74 military studies and concluded
that there was essentially no agreement among them. Further, he concluded that
military leadership is situationally specific so that one cannot general ize across
different military settings. Through these studies, what comes out as being most
important is not a specific trait or combination of traits as being key to leadership
effectiveness; rather characteristics of the individual himself and bow they are
expressed in his behavior in terms of introspection and the generation of
self-developed leadership skills (Van Fleet 2).
Because of this inability to identify traits which define superior leadership
into any category more specific than general categories of personality such as
C lausewitz' s " calm" or " inquiring," behavioral research came to dominate the
study of military leadership beginning in the 1940 's. Out of those behavioral
research studies social scientists began to assert a general constant among
effective leaders which was, that in the profession of anns, as in any other field, a
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good leader will seek self-improvement and constant education about the business
around him (see Fiedler; Fiedler, Chemers and Mahar).
These researchers were picking up formally on a leadership tenet which
had been practiced informally by successful leaders throughout history. Major
Bach, in his speech to the soon-to-be officers said

To lead, you must know. Men will not have confidence in an officer
unless he knows his business from the ground up. If the officer does
not know, and demonstrates the fact that the does not know, it is
entirely human for the soldier to say to himself 'To hell with him. He
doesn' t know as much about this as I do,' and calmly disregard the
instructions received_ There is no substitute for accurate knowledge.
Become so welJ informed that men will hunt you up to ask questionsthat your brother officers will say to one another, " Ask Smith-- he
knows." (442)

David G. Chandler, in his commentary on Napoleon' s Maxims writes that
'·even the brightest of geniuses will become dull and his gifts atrophy unless his
skills are continually refurbished and a new edge added to his mental powers"
(240).
Bach, Chandler, and Clausewitz all emphasized that the leader who
desires constant improvement will also naturally seek to draw on tools, skills or
ideas that will help him maximize his existing talents and opportunities. " It may
well be that ' who dares wi ns,' but no less important is the claim that ' who reads
learns - and (at least in some measure) understands' " (Chandler 243)
This constant approach to leadership which emphasizes learning will
allow the commander to draw the most from the unique circumstances in which
he or she operates. Clausewitz addressed the innate value of an inclination for
self-improvement within an individual when he wrote of the need for intellectual
flexibility among military leade rshi p, saying,
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The reader should not think that a brave but brainless fighter can do
anything of outstanding significance in war. Since in our view even
junior positions of command require outstanding intellectual qualities
for outstanding achievement, and since the standard rises with every
step, it follows that we recognize the abilities that are needed if the
second positions in an army are to be filled with distinction. Such
officers may appear to be rather simple compared to the polymath
scholar, the far-ranging business executive, the statesman; but we
should not dismiss the value of their practical intelligence. . . What
this task requires in the way of higher intellectual gifts is a sense of
unity and a power ofjudgment raised to a marvelous pitch of vision,
which easily grasps and dismisses a thousand remote possibiUties
which an ordinary mind would labor to identify and wear itself out in
so doing." (J 12)

The Movement Toward Modem Day MiJitacy Leadership
As military organizations became more efficient and a more official and
organized ann of national governance in the latter half of the 18th century, the
formal training of leaders became of greater importance.
A numbe r of nations began to recognize the importance of developing the
leader skills of their officers, and responded by creating fonnal courses of
academic training in military leadership, such as the United States Military
Academy at West Point, the German Kriegsakadamie, and the French Ecole

Militare, to cite several examples. The national political leadership began to
realize that the common citizens -who were sending their sons to be part of the
military, and to possibly risk the ir lives for the good of the country- were much
more supportive of that effort if they felt that the leadership corps had at least a
minimum of professional skill and expertise, and that the safety of their sons was
not being entrusted to a bunch of bung lers.
De Gaulle wrote of the necessity of effective, vigorous, realistic training to
prepare the sons and daughters of the nation for war. He identified it as the single
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most important factor to ensure the support of the populace for the military and to
provide a ready supply of decent soldiers for the defense of the nation:

Are we to assume then, that soldiers and politjcians must rely on
chance inspiration when the moment of crisis comes, that there is
nothing to be done to prepare them for the responsibilities which the
may, sooner or later, have to shoulder? To do so would mean the
neglecting of one essential element in the situation, the systematic
training of men so that they shall be ready and competent when the
time comes.
But that is no longer a matter of course with us. In other periods the
need was met by a social and political system which ensured that a
plentiful supply of men could be drawn from families of which the
sons had been brought up to undertake public duties ( 125).
This was the first sign that a number of different approaches to military
leadership firmly grounded in behavioral science would begin to emerge. One
approach is the organizational behavior perspective:
Leadership is intangible, hard to measure and difficult to describe. Its
qualities would seem to stem from many factors. But certainly they
must include a measure of inherent ability to control and direct,
self-confidence based on expert knowledge, initiative, loyalty, pride
and a sense of responsibility. Inherent ability obviously cannot be
instilled, but that which is latent or dormant can be developed. Other
ingredients can be acquired. They are not easily taught or easily
learned. But leaders can be and are made. The average good man in
our Service is and must be considered a potential leader.
General C. B. Cates, U. S. Marine Corps
Department of Defense, 1960
As noted earlier. the earliest published studies of this century which
examined military leadership dealt with personal characteristics -- such as
intelligence, willingness to serve, bearing and appearance- as they relate to
leadership. The lack of definitive success in the study ofleaders' traits caused
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much frustration among researchers. Not all leaders possessed all the sought-after
traits, and many non-leaders possessed most or all of them. Also the trait
approach to gave no indication as to how much of any trait a person should have.
Furthennore, the dozens of studies performed did not agree as to which traits are
leadership traits or what their relationships are to actual instances of leadership
(Weihrich 493).
lt was these frustrations then, that prompted the shift in leadership study
toward behavioral approaches that gradually occurred beginning in the 1940' s.
These seemed more promising in defining leadership traits and determining ways
of identifying leaders and developing effective programs for training them,
although in these studies the differences between military and business leadership
were often blurred, overlooked, or discounted compJetely.
Two major research programs contributed substantially to the initial body
of knowledge on leader behavior. One of those was perfonned by C. L. Shartle at
Ohio State University while the other was begun by Robert Likert at the
University of Michigan.
lrutially, the effort by Shartle at Ohio State was to develop questionnaires
to measure leader behavior. The two major behaviors identified were (1)
task-oriented behavior (caUed " initiating structure") which included many
established managerial behaviors such as planning, coordinating and directing,
and (2) maintenance behavior (called "consideration") which included
friendliness, openness of communication, and participation (Shartle).
Although some of the Ohio State research identified other, more specific
dimensions of leader behavior much of the research evolving from these studies
neglected or ignored the most specific findings and focused on just the two major
sets of behaviors--consideration and initiating structure.
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Ln military studies based on the two broad Ohio State categories (see

Christner and Hemphill; Fleishman; Halpin 1954, 1957; and Rush), consideration
was significantly and positively related to subordinate and peer ratings but was
not related to or was negatively related to ratings by superiors. Initiating structure,
on the other hand, had a more mjx ed pattern although it tended to be positively
related to all of the different ratings (Van Fleet 2).
However, none of these studies used objective criteria and most of them
did not use criteria which were related to combat. One study-Halpin' sl 956
effort-did find that the combat effectiveness ratings of superiors were unrelated
to consideration but positively related to initiating structure, but another study
(Christner and Hemphill) found that willingness to serve in combat was unrelated
to initiating structure, but positively related to consideration. Yet another study
(Hood, Showell, and Stewart) found that, when leaders were trained to increase
their initiating structure behavior, the leaders got higher ratings from superiors,
but that their followers were less likely to reenlist.
These sorts of mixed and/or conflicting findings are typical of much of the
research which is based on these broad categories of leader behavior. Both the
Ohio State and Michigan research programs suggest that leader behavior is more
complex than the ove rsimplified dichotomy of task- and maintenance (or
relations-) oriented behavior. Both research programs suggest that effective
leaders focus on performance (production emphasis at Ohio State and goal
emphasis or high performance standards at Michigan) and employ a pattern of
several other behaviors as well.
Also, both programs found that the pattern of effective behavior varies
with the situation (including the objective) just as had been theorized early in this
century. Additionally some views of military personnel that arose in research
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performed in the 1980' s would also seem to suggest the adoption of situationally
based views (see Czege; Harris; and Rogers).
The Likert studies at Michigan compared managerial behavior of effective
supervisors with that of ineffective supervisors. Effective supervisors were found
to be those who focus on the human aspects of their subordinates' problems and
"build effective work groups with high performance goals" (53).
Liken found that s upportive behavior and high performance standards,
then, were keys to effective leadership. Later research suggested that group
methods of supervision were also part of effective leadership. Likert' s studies at
Michigan found that there is a time lag between what the leader does and the
results of that action. Intervening variables exist between leadership and
outcomes, and the time it talces to get resuJts may be lengthy-a year or more in
some cases. Likert' s results also indicate that evaluations of leader perfonnance
should take into account the lagged effects of leader behavior, because behavior
most likely to achieve long-term effects differs somewhat from the behavior
pattern Iikely to maximize short-tenn effects.

In 1986, David Van Fleet and Gary Yuk.I began exploring in some depth
the distinction between industrial/business and military research with respect to
the topic of leadership. They then created an application of an expanded
leadership framework in a military context.
ln this application, which was outlined in "Miljtary Leadership: An
Organizational Behavior Perspective," Van Fleet and Yukl draw some interesting
conclusions about the direction ofleadership training theory in the academic
world. They then go on to discuss the implications of the resulting
implementation in the arena of practical use.
The premise of Van Fleet and Yukl's work is that a more accurate picture
of a leader can be obtained if one combines several aspects of leadership to create
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a composite picture of necessary leadership traits. In addressing the state of
confusion and disagreement that has existed in the field of leadership research,
Van Fleet and Yuki said

One reason for the existing confusion in the field of leadership
research is the disparity of approaches in tbe literature in terms of the
tendency for researchers to concentrate on narrow aspects of the
leadership process in the absence of an integrating conceptual
framework. Yet, when all of this research is examined in a broad
contex1 it appears to suggest an interrelated and meaningful
conceptualization of the leadership process. (31)
[n

constructing this integrated framework, Van Fleet and Yuki divided

leadership components into several major areas. They then examined the
components individually to determine the most important aspects of leadership in
each area. Those leader characteristics defined by Van Fleet and Yu.kl include the
traits, skills, competencies and physical attributes of leaders (33). Past trait
research has focused predominantly on personality differences between leaders
and non-leader. Additionally, research has suggested that task-relevant expertise
and managerial motivation are very important characteristics for leader success
and that effective leaders tend to have high self-esteem, energy, maturity, stress
tolerance, and a favorable attitude toward authority figures (Miner). They are
inclined to be pragmatic and results-oriented, rather than introspective,
philosophical or idealistic (see England; Lusk and Oliver).
Though research has also indicated physical attributes--such as height,
weight, general physical appearance--to be important, difficulties have arisen in
using these attributes in a research context. Often the range of measurement has
been so restricted by custom, role expectations, and organizational policies and
procedures that most leaders possess roughly equal amounts of these physical
attributes. Consequently, these attributes appear to be inconsequential in research
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results. Radical deviations from organizational norms in these areas are likely not
to lead to success in individual cases. The military officer who has a sloppy
appearance, unkempt uniform, unshaven face, unclean body and so on is not
likely to emerge as a highly effective leader unde r any circumstances (Van Fleet
and Yuki 34). While rare exceptions may be cited. they are indeed so rare as not
to be useful for guiding training and development.
Van Fleet and Yuki define five bases of leader power. Expert power, one
of the dominant forms of power used by effective leaders, arises from task
relevant expertise as just indicated. Referent power frequentl y stemming from a
charismatic personality can also be a major source of power for leaders. Other
forms of power are legitimate power, derived from appointment to a position by a
higher authority; reward power, based on the ability to distribute money,
promotions or other favors; and coercive power, based on the ability to use force
or the threat of punishment to bend the will and determine the actions of other.
Each of these forms of power are used by successful leaders to varying extents, as
research performed by French and Raven demonstrated.
The manner in which the power is used - rather than the actual power
itself - largely determines whether the results are enthusiastic commitment,
passive compliance, or resistance by followers (Yuki and Taber 44). Effective
leaders usually develop personal power to supplement their position power, and
influence is exerted in a subtle, easy fashion that minimizes status differentials
and avoids threats to the self-esteem of subordinates under ordinary
circumstances. The most effective forms of personal power, say Van fleet and
Yuki, appear to be the leader attractiveness model which is based on personal
qualities, and loyalty to the leader which has developed through a history of
satisfactory exchange relationships wherein the leader provided benefits to
subordinates and treated them in a fair and considerate manner (35).
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As indicated previously, various kinds of research on leader behavior have
led to many different behavioral classifications. The Ohio State approaches, the
Michigan approaches and those of others suggest anywhere from two to twelve
different sorts of behavioral dimensions. While there is some consistency, Van
Fleet and Yuki point out that there has been little agreement across all studies.
and that because of the differences in categories and measure of behavior, it is
difficult to compare results from one study to another (36).
The most widely-used categories are consideration and initiating structure,
or relations- and task-oriented categories of behavior, which in military terms can
be defined as " accomplish the mission" and "show concern for your people."

It is now apparent that these broadly defined categories provide too
general and simplistic a picture of what leaders do. Van Fleet and Yuki conclude
by noting that, "training and developmental activities based solely or primarily on
these general activity dimension will, therefore, not lead necessarily to general
improvements in effectiveness of any substantial amount (37).
Van Fleet and Yuki note that the role of the situation has been recognized
in leadership theory and research since the very beginnings of this century. It is
clear, however, the exact nature of that relationship is still not complete ly
understood or specified. Despite that understanding, Van Fleet and Yuki go on to
identify three genera l ways that situational variables can affect a leader' s action.
The first way would be to constrain a leader' s behavior, the second would be to
directly affect intervening variables in the leader to end-result process (a concrete
example of this in a military situation would be to provide a leader with the task
to taking a company from St. Louis to Kansas City, and then for whatever reason,
saddle that leader with personnel or vehicles unwilling or unable to make the
trip), and the third way wouJd be to moderate the relative importance of leader
behaviors in specific circumstances (42).
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These variables all represent scenarios which, for the most part lie, beyond
the leader' s ability to modify, but with which be must reckon none the less. A
skilled leader should, at the least, be able to neutralize disadvantages presented by
these variables. Those particularly gifted may be able to actually tum these to an
advantage, assumjng a degree of consistency in the exogenous situational
variables that allows a time frame sufficient for countermeasures to be deve loped.

The Anny's Approach to Leadership Trainini:
The military is an organjzation not given to radical change. However, it
has not been unaffected by the increasing tread toward a behavior-emphasized
approach to leadership training.
The influence of this behaviorally-emphasized approach can be see in any
number of activities currently taking place at Anny academic institutions. For
instance, officers who attend the Officer Basic Course directly after receiving
their commission perform the " Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability
Description" exercise, which uses hypothetical situations to provide the student
with infonnation about their own leadership style in a grid matrix style fonnat
(Academy of Health Sciences).
The United States Military Academy at West Point, the U. S. Anny' s
premier institution for leadership training and development, has also implemented
fonnal academic requirements for its student-officers. This type of academjc
work and leadership study has arisen directly from the types of thinking advanced
by Van Fleet and Yuki and others (McNally et al 176).
The dominant theories of military leadership that have taken hold this
century have increasingly emphasized the logical, rational approach as being key
to effective leadership. This trend can be seen in the curriculum at the United
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States Military Academy (USMA) at West Point, where the mission " is to educate
and train the Corps of Cadets so that each graduate shall have the attributes
essential to professional growth throughout a career as an officer of the Regular
Anny and to inspire each to a lifetime of service to the nation" (USMA 7). One
of the central components of the institutional vision of the USMA is to be the
premier leader deve lopment institution in the world. West Point is interested in
developing leaders of c haracter who not only do things right, but who also do the
right things under conditions of intense pressure and frequent scrutjny (Benrus).
At West Point, cadets are reqwred to take core courses in the Department
of Behavioral Sciences and Leadersrup which focus on scholarly and
self-reflective perspectives of leadersrup. These courses expose cadets to a
theory-based, systematic leadership model that they use as a framework for
analyzing complex but realistic leadership situations. By design, this 40-hour
course is taught only to West Point juniors. The intent is to capitalize on the
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualizatfon, and active
experimentation model of learning (McNally 176).
Current theory advanced by some behavioral scientists says that to be
effective in the 2 1st century, leaders must possess critical thinking skills (see
Hunt & Blair). Therefore, the instructional strategies used in the West Point
Leadership courses focus on the development of these thinking skills while
employing relevant subject matter content. Cadets are taught numerous
behavioral science theories and then required to apply these theories to a case that
illustrates a situation they might face as a military leader. The process requires
cadets to use rugher order cognitive skills such as the identification of ambiguity,
the discovery of assumptions and value conflicts, the evaluation of evidence, the
application of logic, the generation of alternative inferences, and the development
of reasoned j udgment (Jacob & Jaques 292).
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McNally et al called the approach used to stress the integration of these
cogrutive skills the " lntellectuaJ Procedure". Of this, they wrote

Thjs model, we believe, is simply the application of the scientific
method of inquiry to leadership situations. Our experience bas
convinced us that this is a powerful framework for developing
thoughtful and reflective leaders. (177)
The application of the Intellectual Procedure to real istic leadership
situations requires cadets to perform three primary intellectual tasks: identify
what is happerung, account for what is happerung, and then formulate and apply
leader actions to the situation. McNaJJy et al stressed that this process teaches
cadets to think, rather than to apply textbook formuJas to situations. "As cadets
increase in soprustication, they recognize that multiple "correct" leader actions
are feasible as long as they are organizationally realistic and do not create
additional problems. We believe this contributes significantly to cadet intellectual
development" ( 180).
FM 25-101, Battle Focused Traj nin2, the Army' s " how to" traini ng
manual, opens with the following passage:

The Army exists to deter war or, if deterrence fai ls, to win in combat.
For deterrence to be effective, our eneaues must know that a n Army
can mobilize, deploy, fight and sustain combat operations. Effective
trailing molds human resources into cohesive, combat ready units.
To be successfuJ in combat, the Army must train continually to
develop and maintain combat ready soldiers, leaders, and units that
can perform assigned tasks to specific standards. The requirement for
trairung continues even during wartime (especially within the combat
zone). Training builds self-confidence, promotes teamwork and
espirit de corps, and increases professionalism in soldiers, leaders,
and uruts. (Department of the Army i)
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The underlying principles espoused above represent the break between the
academic approach to miJitary leadership and its practical implementation.
Though indirectly based in the principles and theories of behavioral-focused
approaches to leadership, these tenets are rooted in the pragmatism and
no-nonsense approach to warfighting that bas guided effective military leadership
since the begi nning of history.
The United States Army' s leader training and development process is
grounded in value- and professional ethic-based education. A 1994 Department of
the Army publication,

Leader Development for America's Army. addressed that

approach in its overview, both in a historic sense and in light of its modem-day
application:

Throughout the Army' s history, leadership and leader development
have received continuous attention. The development of competent
and confident military and civilian leaders in the Anny - from
corporal to sergeant major, from Jfoutenant to general officer, and
from c ivilian intern to senior executive service - is our most enduring
legacy to the future of the Anny and the nation. Developing these
future leaders in tight of decreasing resources and a smaller force
challenges us to maximize every developmental opportunity. A
trained and ready Army wi ll always require leaders who are
professionals in every way - leaders who exemplify traditional Army
values and professional ethics.
Values are the bedrock of professionals. They influence leader
attitudes, behavior, and decisions. History shows s uccessful leaders
are competent in and committed to the profession of arms; uphold the
dignity and respect of al I individuals; are physically and morally
courageous; candidly and forthrightly deal with others; and are
wiJlingly responsible for the performance of their unit/organiz.ation
and every individual entrusted to their care.
Professional etfocs set the moral context for service to the nation and
inspire the sense of purpose necessary to preserve o ur nation and to
protect o ur worldwide national interest. Army ethics contain the
values that guide leaders. When taking the oath of service, leaders
must embody loyalty to the nation, the Anny, the unit and each
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individual in it. By their actions, leaders must display uninhibited
loyalty, selfless service, unquestionable integrity, and a total
commitment to full y perfonning assigned and implied duties ( 1-2 ).
Prior to 1987, the Army conducted several noteworthy leader development
studies -- Officer Personnel Management System I (OPMS) in 1971 : Review of
Education and Training for Officers .in 1978; the Professional Development of
Officers Study and OPMS U in 1984; the Total Warrant Officer Study in 1985:
and the Noncommissioned Officer Professional Development Study in 1986.

In 1987, the Army Chief of Staff directed that a comprehensive leadership
development study be conducted for all categories of personnel. T hat study
produced the current leader development system and process; a support system to
monitor and adapt to the effects of change on Army leader development; and
leader development action plans for officers, warrant officers, noncommissioned
officers, DA civilians and the Reserve Component. [n 1991, the Leader
Development Investment Strategy study developed principles and imperatives lo
synchronize leader development initiatives as the Army downsized. Additionally,
committees recommended investments and divestments, as appropriate, to offset
the impact of dwindling resources.
The final result of al l of this shaping and refining was that the leadership
development system of the Army today places a strong emphasis on institutional
training and development, and further enhancement ofleadership skills, abilities
and capabilities through increasingly difficult operational assignments and a
system designed for constant self-development.
The Army clearly believes that it is on the right track with this system, and
claims unhesitatingly that:
lessons learned from recent wars, humanitarian relief operations,
and exercises suggest the Army' s progressive, sequential and
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three-pillar approach to leader development is sound and produces
the quality leader our nation requires. The three pillars of leader
development -- institutional training and education, operationa l
assignments and self- deve lopment - are dynamic and
interconnected. The individual gains skills, knowledge and
behavior (S.KB's) at the institution and practices them during
operational assignments to refine these skills, broaden knowledge
and shape behavior. Meanwhile, these experiences are shared
during institutional training and education. Self-development
enhances, sustains, and expands SKB's learned from institutional
training and education and duty assignments (Department of the
Anny 6).
Table 2
The Army Leader Development Model

ARMY LEADER DEVELOPMENT MODEL

INSTITUTIONAL
TRAINING
&EDUCATION

6-

OPERATIONAL
ASSIGNMENTS

I.

SELF
DEVELOPMENT

THREE PILLARS ... INTERCONNECTED ...
PROGRESSIVE ANO SEQUENTIAL
SOURCE: Leader Development for America's Army. DA Pamphlet 350-58.
Headquarters, Department of the Anny. Washington, DC, 1994.
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ln its bible of infantry combat, FM 7-8 Inf antry Rifle Pla10on and Squad.
the United States Anny addresses the direction and composition of its leadership
in the most basic level - ground warfare -- by saying that

Military leadership is a process by which a soldier influences others
to accomplish the mission. Leaders coordinate the three elements of
combat power (maneuver, firepowe r, protection) for strategic effect.,
but it is their competent and confident leadership that results in
effective unit action. The right leadership gives purpose, direction and
motivation in combat. Leaders must know their profession, their
soldiers and the tools of war. Only this kind of leader can direct
soldiers to do difficult tasks under dangerous and stressful conditions
(1 , 1-2(d)).
This paragraph underscores the fact that successful military leadership
cannot (and does not) wait until the peak of battle to emerge. Skil1ful
coordination of combat power does not happen on its own. It requires hours and
hours of training. ln Mi)jtary Leadership the importance of being able to conduct
such training is highlighted when it says, " welt-trained soldiers are units can
better resist the effects of continuous operations. Training also improves soldiers·
ability to maintain self-control and to think when exhausted" (63). Erwin Rommel
stated it most clearly when he said simply, "the best form of welfare for the
troops is tough training (Rogers 122)."
The problem is that most people don't get it - neither the ordinary citizen
nor the four-star general roaming the halls of the Pentagon. The currently popular

books and movies such as Top Gun or any novel by Tom Clancy onJy serve to
ampl ify the chest-thumping image oflife in the military that exists in the mind of
the general public. Charles MacDonald wrote about his leadership experiences in
his real-life account of being a twenty-three year old company commander in
World War II.
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The sound of small-anns fire continued, heightened by the explosions
of dozens of mortar shells. 'So this is a counteratlack,' l thought
'Well, this is what you have been waiting/or. Now tlm company of
ve/erans will find out what it has in this youthful, inexperienced CO.
Quit shaking, dammit. Stop lremb/ing all over. Get control of
yourself. Act like a soldier, goddammit! At least you can impersonate
an officer_! ' (60)

Unfortunately, this picture of military leadersrup (being scared out of your
last pair of clean drawers, but like John Wayne, overcoming fear to seize the
battle from the enemy) is just not accurate 99.8% of the time. Neither is it the
bluster and noise about the glory of the battle, of which General Douglas
MacArthur was the champion. In Cour~ Was The Rule, he wrote of his plans to
make an amphibious landing at Inchon.

I was now ready for the last great stroke to bring my plan into
fruition. My Han River dream as a possibility bad begun to assume
the certainties of reality-a turning movement deep into the flank and
rear of the enemy that would sever his supply Lines and encircle all bis
forces south of Seoul I had made similar decisions in past campaigns,
but none that promised to be more vitally conclusive if successful.
(238)

However, MacArthur' s portrait of his role in the Korean Confl ict is
exception, and does not represent the typical model of command. Most of military
leadership is, emphatically, not fighting in wars. It is not the tales of glory
Hollywood likes to portray in movies such as The Green Berets. Most of the
energy devoted to military leadership, especiaUy at the company level "where
most of the work gets done," is consumed in fulfilling routine, administrative
requirements that keep a million government bureaucrats busy shuffling papers at
military facilities around the world (English). [tis making up training schedules,
counseling troops, conducting physical training, ensuring compliance with EEO
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regulations, and administering common skills testing. It is tracking attendance at
unit training, ensuring compliance with weight standards, and chasing soldiers
who write bad checks down at the PX.
Charles de Gaulle wrote most eloquently of the tendency of the military to
consume itself in paperwork in

The Edi:e of the Sword.

Throughout the whole chain of command, the different echelons,
growing continually larger and larger, would exhaust their energies in
dealing from above with matters that ought to be handled on the spot.
The resources of the staff would be wasted in coping with a vastly
swollen mass of regulations-often contradictory--and a flood of
details, all undergoing almost daily modification and correction: in
grappling with the horde of projects, many of them stillborn,
forecasts, falsified almost as soon as fonned, and numerous
expressions of opinion mostly valueless, reports rendered for the sake
of rendering, and demands w hich never have been, never could be,
met. (94)
So, the commander must struggle constantly to find solutions to overcome
these obstacles. It is clear that the regulations which mandate performance of the
numerous administrative requirements cannot be ignored outright. However, the
President, the generals, the politicians and the average citizen would all agree that
the Army's job is to be highly skilled in killing people and breaking things, not to
spend its tjme becoming proficient in paperwork.
The solution comes in the company level leader's approach to effectively
complete these administrative requirements pressed on him from above. In
fairness, it should be noted that the administrative tasks imposed from higher
commands are mostly valid, readiness-dictated necessities, and are not done just
to irritate and annoy the reserve commander, as is often suspected. These tasks
include such items as mobilization-readjness activities, which assures that the
documentation on a soldier' s dependents, training, wills, medical and training
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records, and the like are all in place; annual physical-fitness tests; professional
credent1alling for medical personnel (doctors and nurses); and reenlistment/
retention efforts. The effective and effi cient completion of these and other
mandatory tasks ensures that the unit is ready to go in case of combat
mobilization, and that the soldiers who belong to the unit are indeed fit for duty
and are viable wartime assets.
It is widely recognized that the leadership in the Army Reserve faces a
unique challenge. In Leader's Trainin& Responsibilities, a manual distributed to
students dur1ng the Officer Advanced Course, the problems unique to the
Reserves are discussed in depth.

Approximately 50% of today's Army force structure is composed of
Reserve Component (RC) units. While these RC units are expected to
perform to the same standards as Active Component (AC) units, they
face many greater challenges in training. The training year of the
average soldier in a RC unit has a total of 39 days-24 days of training
which fal l on drill weekends, and 15 days of annual training each
year, normally during the summer. The soldiers and leaders in the RC
have military service and separate civilian careers competing for their
attention and time. These units also face considerable geographic
dispersion. For example, the average RC battalion is dispersed over a
150 to 300 mile radi us; soldiers travel an average of 40 miles to reach
the nearest local training area, and units must move an average of 150
miles to the nearest major training area. ( 1-2)
The same piece pins the responsibility to overcome these distractions
squarely on the shoulders of the commander, saying that "the old Army adage that
' The commander is responsible for everything that the unit does or fails to do'
continues to apply to this day. The list of any commander's responsibilities is
almost endless" ( 1-2).

It is understandable that with such a limited amount of training time
available to assure readiness, it is critical that army reserve units make the most
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of drill time to perfonn tasks directly re lated to wartime missions. However.
quality training a lso has an enormous impact on unit stre ngth and retention as
well.
"Providing vigorous training on drill weekends for reserve soldiers is
critical to retention and recruiting,·· says Brigadier General James Price. "And, to
have our soldiers completing paperwork and fulfilling other administrative tasks
does not meet that definition."
The Anny Reserve bas been struggling with retention issues for years.
Peny, Griffith, and White performed a Department ofDefense-commissioned
study on retention issues in the USAR in 1991 and conc luded squarely

With the end of the Vietnam War and the introduction of the
all-volunteer army, the Anny Reserve component bas had difficulty in
retaining junior-ranking enlisted soldiers. The problem of retention
involves not only keeping personnel after the completion of their
enl istments but also preventing the loss of first-tenn enJistees prior to
the end of their service obligations .
In most cases, junior enl isted who leave the Anny Reserve without
completing their service obligations do not formally "quit" but rather
simply stop coming to weekend drills, and are subsequently dropped
from active participation with the unit and are transferred to the Army
Jndividua] Ready Reserve (IRR) as " unsatisfactory participants." In
fiscal year 1989, the Army Reserve reported 42,834 unsatisfactory
participant losses. In a year' s time, the loss of these soldiers
represents an I 8 to 20 percent loss of the total " active" Army Reserve
strength It costs about $40,000 to recruit and train each replacement
for these soldiers. The cost of these losses in fiscal year 1989 alone
exceeded $1.71 billion. (11 1-11 2)
The changes of the force structure of the active and reserve components in
the 80' s and 90 ' s, which saw a substantial portion of the combat support and
combat service support units being positioned in the reserve component, has
meant that the active component re lies increasingly on the reserves to conduct its
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wanime mission. Current high personnel turnover hampers the ability of the
Army Reserve to complement Army active component combat units.
Perry et al found that the top three factors most frequentl y indicated by
soldiers as reasons for leaving the Army Reserve prematurely were (in order) not
receiving monthJy pay on time~a lack of sense of belonging to both the unit and
to the Army Reserves; and a lack of recognition and fair promotions ( 123). These
are all leadership issues. These are all factors that strong unit-level leadership
activity and involvement can influence.
Additionally, Perry et al determined that soldiers ' attitudes toward the
Army Reserve and of their personal involvement in the unit - a major indicator of
the likelihood of remaining in the Reserves - can be positively affected by
several leader actions. These include such efforts as leaders spending time with
troops; better identification and structuring ofjob- and military-skill training for
soldiers; identification of what individual soldiers can do to contribute to the unit;
helping soldiers resolve unit administration problems (such as receiving drill pay
on a timely basis); buflding a positive unjt image among members; and
reinforcing the soldier's feeling of belonging to the unit through equitable awards,
recognitions and promotions ( 130-1 31).
ln answer to these staggering losses, both in terms of personnel and in the

financial costs required to replace them, the Army has produced a number of
guidelines, handbooks and manuals over the years for commanders in both
reserve and active army units that address the challenges ofleadership at the
company level.
These manuals have received luke-warm reception, at best, for a number
of reasons. Ist Li.eutenant William J. Bray, USAR, was handed one version of
these manuals at a two-day Reserve Commander's Leadership Conference held in
St. Louis in March, 1996. " It was the size of the St Louis phone book. I can't lug
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this thing around," he said. "Plus, it goes into so much detail, it is impossible to
use. Ct's a virtual word-for- word replication of the regulations themselves."
The manual of which Lieutenant Bray spoke was the Army Reserve
Readiness Training Center (ARRTC) Pre-Command Course Manual. The manual
put out by ARRTC, located in Fort McCoy, Wisconsin, is so thick with every
possible regulation, procedure, order, and guideline that might pertain to the
Anny Reserve that it is nearly unusable in a practical sense. Tt is entirely
technical, containing examples of relevant Department ofDefense and
Department of the Arrny forms. Jt even contains a second leader " handbook'. - a
photocopied four page article by Captain John McKinney called 'The Pocket
Guide for the Lieutenant." Even this brief overview begins with a Jist of
documents for the new leader to compile to do his job: Army Training and
Evaluation Program {ARTEP) manual; Common Task manual; the Company's
Standard Operating Procedure; Technical manuals for unit vehicles; DA
Pamphlet 720-2-1 (Supply Update); Modified Table of Organization and
E quipment (MTOE) for the unit. McKinney concludes by saying that "you' ll
assemble others as you gain experience"(2).
Other efforts at various levels of the reserve chain of command have been
no more successful. The 102d Army Reserve Support Command, headquartered
in St. Louis until its deactivation in 1995, put out a manual called The Trainin~

Leader at its 1990 commander' s conference. In 1994, The Department of the
Anny created a manual titled USAR Company Commander's Handbook. Again,
in each case the manuals' potential for use and practical application was ruined
by going into excessive depth, section-by-section and page by photocopied page,
in an attempt to shine light into every dark recess of the military regulations that
might possibly apply to a situation that might some day arise i.n an army reserve
unit, no matter how unlike ly that occurrence may be.
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Perhaps the most useful efforts to date have been performed at the unit
level. In September, 1994, The 21st General Hospital - a reserve medical unit in
St. Louis -- created a folder for use by its first-line leaders (i.e., noncommissioned
officers) in their supervis ion of the junior enlisted soldiers for whom they are
responsible. This folder provides a solid framework for the envisioned companylevel leadership manual this project is creating as it outlines basic job
responsibilities that arise in the course of soldier supervision without falling into
the trap of going into excessive depth. It must be understood, however, that this
manual was written with different intentions and aims -- to outline first-line
supervisory responsibilities such as sponsorship of new soldiers, completion of
training records and the like, as opposed to leadership and administration at the
company level, which is what the other manuals were attempting to achieve.

Conclusion
The history of military leadership has shown that it is indeed difficult to
define clearly specific leadership traits. The supporting evidence, both in specific
cases of individuals in particular situations, as well as in research by social
scientists, shows that effective leadership is individuals acting logically, boldly
and effectively under situational specific circumstances. To transfer this
background knowledge of military leadership to a more defined environment company-level leadership in a U. S. Army Reserve unit - requires looking past
the current leader development paradigm of institutional learning, increasingly
challenging operational assignments, and a system of self-development.
This current model has been shown to have been inadequate to the
challenges of leadership in the Army Reserve as shown in the alarmingly high
rates of losses in personnel, particularly among junior enlisted.
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In order to reduce administrative time and to maximize training
opportunities a tool is needed in the hands ofUSAR company-level leadership to
alJow for this quick-reaction situationally specific leadership that has been shown
to be the most effective. It is apparent that to effectively overcome the numerous
administrative requirements that burden the company-level commander in the
Army Reserve, an effective guideline to applicable, frequently used regulations is
needed This alJows for more effective use of extremely limited training time,
which contributes significantly to unit readiness and the retention rates of junior
enlisted soldiers. Past attempts at creation of these summary guidelines have
failed in that they go into excessive depth, and are not structured in a format that
makes them easy-to-use, and prone to being thrown into a file cabinet, rather than
being carried around and used frequently. Past manuals and handbooks have
expanded, rather than lessened the amount of material needed to be sifted through
in order solve common problems which arise for commanders in the USAR.
What the company commander needs is less paperwork, manuals and
regulations to carry around, not more. Certainly, it is important to have this
documentation on hand to be able to find the applicable regulation, chapter and
verse, when in-depth research is required. Mu.ch more helpful, useful and
practical, however, would be a general summary of applicable regulations that
would serve as a bandy and easy to use overview of necessary information with
specific references to more detailed information when it is needed.

Chapter ill
METHODS AND EVALUATION

The previous chapter brought forth some serious leadership issues which
face US Anny Reserve company level commanders. In that discussion of those
problems, a major underlying cause of these leaders' inability to plan and execute
worthwhile training for soldiers in their units was found to be the excessive
demands and administrative burdens imposed on them by higher commands and
by "the system•· to insure compliance with regulatory requirements.
In response to these serious impediments to effective leadership and
training - and ultimately, and of greatest consequence, reserve unit readiness
which were raised in the last chapter, a handbook, or manual, was prepared for
the USAR company-sized unit commanders.
This handbook was then presented to a number of subject matter experts.
They reviewed the handbook, and then rated it on its worth in broad categories, as
well as in several very specific, narrowly-defined areas.
The data gleaned from the surveys completed by the subject matter
experts is thoroughly analyzed and discussed in Chapter 4 of this work. Here,
however, is the detailed description of the actual process of creation, selection
and analysis of the manual and its evaluators.

Materials
The actual USAR Company Commander' s Handbook (Appendix A)
which was created for this effort is contained in a standard-sized three-ring
binder. The handbook is made up of a title sheet, table of contents, main body of
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material and appendices. The main body of the work is approximately twenty-five
pages, and the three appendices add approximately ten more pages.
The main body of the handbook is s ubdivided into four main sections,
each of which represents a major area of responsibility for the reserve unit
company commander. Those sections are attendance, training, administration,
and discipline. Additionally, an introduction section provides an overview of the
handbook and the reasons for its creation.
Topics selected to be covered in the company commander's handbook
were gleaned from a number of sources. The three most prominent sources of
those topics selected for inclusion were: 1) current publications and pieces
appearing in professional literature which identify common challenges currently
facing reserve leadership; 2) existing Army and Army Reserve manuals, training
guidelines and handbooks: and 3) persona l experience of the author and others in
the company command position.
A topic, when selected for inclusion in the handbook, was placed into the
section of handbook that was its most logical home. Topics that did not fall
clearly into one category or another had entries in both. or at the very least, a
reference in applicable chapters which directed the reader to the section where
the main discussion of the item could be found.
The topics are listed alphabetically within their larger section of the
handbook. This was done intentionally to faci litate ease of use. The titles of
individual topics are underlined, and set in larger, boldface type. Entries are
intentionally brief in most cases. \\;th numbers or asterisk points highlighting key
bits of information related to that topic, a nd/or possible options for leader action.
Also. frequent and thorough reference information is provided for each topic in
bold-faced type, in order to provide additional resources going into greater depth
should the reader decide more information is necessary.
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Purpose of the Handbook
This handbook is intended to provide USAR Company Commanders with
an overview of the multitude of rules, policies, guidances, orders and statutes that
apply to situations that commonly arise in the course of a drill weekend or at
Annual Training. It provides information covering a wide range of USAR topics-information basic to the duties of a USAR company or detachment commander.
While it is clear that it would be impossible for this handbook to touch on
every single regulation that may pertain to every situation, it covers most issues
that commonly face a USAR commander, and provides pointers to more specific
information should the commander need to expl.ore the issue in greater depth.
This handbook is also designed to serve as a springboard for companylevel commanders to help develop planning, management and leadership
techniques, and to serve as a guide upon which to build and to tailor to unique
command needs. The goal is to provide a manual that will help provide ready
answers to the types of questions and situations that surface constantly and with
little notice or opportunity for preparation for the USAR company commander in
the course of a normal drill weekend. U1timately, this handbook is intended to
assist in unit readiness by helping reserve leadership make the most effective use
of limited training time. This handbook accompbshes that by heJping to
determine that, on those two short training days of drill assembly each month, the
commander is able to focus his effort and energy on his first priority - training and not be forced to spend too much of his time on some extraneous
administrative distraction.
This handbook is also intended to be helpful to two different reserve
leadership groups. The first group for whom this handbook is created are those
officers who already have experience in the role of company commander - that
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is, those not brand new to the position. This handbook is intended to increase
effectiveness of those in that role by pulling together literally hundreds of
reguJations, guidances, training doctrine and articles of military law, and
summarizing those into readily understandable overviews. For this group, this
handbook should also provide a reference to the complete source, and to finally
arrange all this information so that it is not difficult to use - to provide fingertip
ease of reference through extensive cross-indexing. This should enable the
experienced company commander to have an overview of rules with which be
may already be generally acquainted immediately available for instant reaction to
a specific issue or question presented to him, without having to undertake a
tedious, time consuming search.
The second group for whom this handbook. should be an aid are the
newly-promoted officers to company command. One specific reason for the
creation of this handbook for company-level commanders (and one which arose
out of the researcher' s own experience) was to decrease the learning curve for
soldiers brand-new to the position and to more quick.ly make them effective
performers in that company command role.
When a young lieutenant or captain assumes command of a companysized unit, often the first feeling that be has is of being overwhelmed. In the
course of a normal day. soldiers will approach the commander with problems that
could range from an overdue promotion order, to domestic abuse, debt problems
at the commissary, unkempt hair or the lack of opportunity to attend an Army
school. To expect that inexperienced lieutenant, newly promoted to a command
role to provide ready answers to these types of questions is unrealistic. This
manual will instead make him or her more accurate in the guidance be or she
dispenses by providing a summary of important reguJations, and wilJ also provide
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a reference to a complete document, if more detailed information would be
needed.

Subjects
The sampling plan used to analyze this handbook was judgment
(purposive) sampling. Judgment sampling is a nonprobability sampling technique
in which the sample is selected by the researcher based on some appropriate
characteristic of the sample members.

In this case, the five sample members are all current officers in the Army
Reserve, and are current or former company-level commanders in reserve or
national guard units. On the basis of their experience in that position, these
soldiers are clearly qualified as Subject Matter Experts (SME,s) to evaluate and
provide their opinion on this handbook, as it is designed specifically for a
company-level commander's position.
The five SME•s to whom the survey and handbook was given include
Colonel Thomas C. Heineman, Colonel Edwin J. Kohner, Lieutenant Colonel
Gene Kain, Captain Jim Perkins, and 1st Lieutenant Dan Wilborn
When totaled, the military experience for this group exceeds seventy
years. Each of the SME's has earned a bachelor's degree, and all but one have
completed a graduate degree.
Additionally, aJJ five SME's have completed the Officer Basic and
Advanced Courses. Three of the five have completed Command and General
Staff College; and four of the five have completed or are currently enrolled in
Combined Arms Service, Staff and Support (CAS3) School.
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Instruments
The main survey instrument (Appendix B) used in evaluating the company
command handbook was created using a classic five-point Likert-based interval
scale. lt is funneled, so that the most general questions (the overall handbook
ratings) are placed in the first portion of the survey. Then, more specific questions
pertaining to particular sections of the handbook follow.
The survey contains open-ended questions, which call for the raters'
responses and opinions. These qualitative and quantitative questions provide for
both thematic and content analysis of the responses. The questions were carefully
constructed to prevent foreseeable errors and biases, and were designed to prevent
non-response error, subject hesitation or social-desirability bias.
The ordering and number of the survey questions are designed to provide a
score for each section of the test, an overall score for the test, and a general
weighted score. The general weighted score is the combined totals for each
section plus the overall score. It is mathematically adjusted to provide the most
accurate picture of the value of the commander's bandboo~ and is the one on
which the hypothesis analyses will be based. The sections are weighted so that
they may be easily summarized, rearranged, ordered and manipulated.
The five subject matter expens multiplied by 30 questions per survey will
provide 150 total responses upon which to base data analysis, assuming all
questions are answered and all surveys are completed. 100 responses (60%, or 3
out of the 5 respondents) will be sufficient for the researcher to obtain valid
findings.
Additionally, a secondary questionnaire (Appendix C) was used to capture
personal infonnation about the respondents. This was done in order to ensure,
document and verify their qualifications as subject matter experts. On this
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questionnaire, the SME' s were asked to list the extent of their military and
civilian education, their current assignment, and the command positions they had
held in the Army, Anny Reserve or National Guard. As positive identification of
the respondents was a certainty given the personal knowledge of the SME's by
the researcher, the SME' s were requested to return these personal questionnaires
separately - apart from the main survey which pertained to the company
commander' s handbook.
Table 3
Survey Questions by Handbook Section

Section

Questions

Possible Total Number of Responses

Introduction

10

50

Attendance

5

25

Discipline

5

25

Administration

5

25

Training

5

25

Total

30

150

(questions x 5 SME' s)

Procedure
Approximately two weeks before the January, 1998 training weekend of
the 21st General Hospital (the a USAR medical unit from wh.ich the SME' s
came), the five subject matter experts, who were selected to evaluate the
company commander' s handbook based on their prior experience in a company
command position in the USAR, were sent a letter (Appendix D) by the
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researcher requesting their help in evaluating the company commander' s
handbook.
This letter described the USAR Company Commander's Handbook as the
culminating project of a Master' s degree program through Lindenwood
University, and described the intent of the Handbook and the Research. The letter
requested that the first morning period of the unit' s driJJ weekend, Saturday
morning, January 9th, be designated as the distribution time for the manual, the
survey instrument, the instructions, and the personal questionnaire. The letter
estimated the length of time required to review the handbook and complete the
survey as being between 30 minutes and one hour. The subject matter experts
were told that their service was valuable, and would be greatly appreciated.
AdditionalJy, the SME' s were informed in this letter that if they had any
questions about what they were being asked to do between the time that they
received the letter and the drill weekend; or, if they could not be at the drill
weekend where the survey would be distributed, that they should, without
hesitation, calJ the researcher.
On the Saturday morning of that weekend, all five Sl\.1E' s received the
handbook, the cover letter, the survey, and the personal information
questionnaire. The letter accompanying the packet requested that if at all
possible, the questionnaire and survey should be returned by the SME's to a box
in the mailroom of the Reserve Center which bad been designated in the letter as
the collection point by the end of the weekend drill, Sunday evening. They were
also notified that if they were unable to complete the questionnaire and survey
instruments by the end of the drill weekend, postage-paid envelopes could also be
found in their packet. They were at that time reminded that if they did mail their
survey and questionnaire, that separate envelopes (private) should be used to keep
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separate the handbook survey and the personal information questionnaire, which
would ensure confidentiality.
The SME' s were again each personaJ1y thanked for their
willingness to assist in the research. They were each also asked if they had further
questions on either of the two survey instruments, the handbook, or the process
generally. Finally, they were informed that if they would like a copy of the
compiled and analyzed data, that they should indicate that in the space provided,
and that it would come to them when complete.
A high rate of response was expected as the researcher knew each subject
matter expert on a persona] basis. However, if at the close of the Sunday
afternoon drill period, questionnaires were still outstanding, mid-week follow-up
telephone calls were pJanned. Thank you notes were sent two weeks after the
survey date, and results of the data analysis were mailed two months after the
completion of the questionnaire, when data analysis and compilation were
complete.

Chapter IV

RESULTS
There are two main constructs being examined in this research work. The
first is that the creation of the handbook for company-level commanders will
increase the effectiveness of experienced commanders in that role. This handbook
is intended to pull together literally hundreds of regulations, guidances, training
doctrine and articles of military law, summarize them, provide a reference to the
complete source, and to finally arrange them with fingertip ease of reference
through extensive cross-indexing. This will enable the experienced company
commander to have the rules immediately available for instant reaction to an
issue or question. without having to undertake a tedious, time consuming search
through piles of government documents.
The second is that the creation of the handbook for company-level
commanders will also decrease the learning curve for soldiers brand-new to the
position. When a young Lieutenant or Captain assumes command of a companysized unit, often the first feeling that be or she has is of being overwbelmed. ln the
course of a normal day, soldiers will approach the commander with problems that
could range from an overdue promotion order, to domestic abuse, debt problems
at the commissary, unkempt hair or the lack of opportunity to attend an Army
school. To expect the inexperienced commander to provide a ready answer to
these types of questions is unrealistic. This manual is intended to instead make
the commander more accurate when he or she dispenses guidance by providing a
summary of important regulations, and also to provide a reference to a complete
document, if more detailed information would be needed.
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The hypothesis was tested by using Subject Maner Expens (SME' s) to
evaluate the handbook as described in Chapter m. These evaluators are all current
soldiers who have all performed in the role of company-level commander and are
through that experience credible judges of the worth of this handbook.
The actuaJ hypothesis being tested: The Subject Maner Expens recruited
to evaluate the material will on average rate it favorably (Three or greater on a
five point Likert Scale, with a I being the worst and a 5 being the best rating.)
The null hypothesis: The Subject Matter Experts recruited to evaluate the
material will rate it at an average of three points or less on a five point Liken
Scale, with a l being the worst and a 5 being the best rating.
Stated as a Statistical hypothesis:

HI: x

(SME ratine. of Company Coounand Handbook)

> 3·0

Stated as a N ull-statistical hypothesis:

Ho: x

(SME rating of Company Command Handbook)

= or < 3.0

As described in Chapter three, the survey used to asses the USAR
Company Commander' s Handbook was a standard five-point Likert scale. The
scale ranged from ·strongly agree; to ·strongly disagree' with a neutral point in
the center. A value of five was assigned to questions which the handbook
evaluator marked ·strongly agree,' and a value of one was given to questions
which the rater marked ' strongly disagree.' A val ue of three was assigned to
questions to which the rater answered ' neutral.·
The questions in the survey were separated so that results would cover
both the handbook as a whole, as well as the five major areas of the Company
Commander's Handbook specifically - the overview, or introduction; attendance;
training; administration and discipline. The section of the questionnaire
pertaining to the handbook generally had ten questions; the five sections of the
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survey corresponding to specific sections of the survey each had five questions
apiece.
Responses to each survey question~and a key to which section the survey
relates are found in Table 1.

Table 4
Rater Response by Question, listing Lndividual Question and Survey Means

Section
OverviewHandbook
Summery

ciues tlon •
1

2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9

10
Introduction

1

2
3

•

~ttendance

!Traini ng

~dmlnl1tn1tlo~

Discipline

Mean
Mode
$tan'd Dev
~arlance

5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Rater
1

5
5
5
5
5
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

5
5
5
4 .9 7
5 .00
0 .17
0 .03

Survev Responses
Rater Rater
Rater
2
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
3
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
-4.89
5 .00
4 .51
5.00
5 .00
5 .00
0 .32
0 .00
0 .55
0 .10
0 .00
0 .31

•
•

•

•

Rater
5

4

2
2
1
5
4
4
4
5

•
4

•

5
5
5
5
5
5
2
5
5
4
5
1
4
5
4

5
1
5
5
4
5
1
5
3 .97
5 .00
1 .36
1.86

Mean
4 .8
4 .2

•

3 .8
4 .8
-4 .8
•L8
4 .8
5
4 .8
4 .4
-4 .8
4 .8
4 .8
4.8
5
5
4 .8
4 .2
5
5
4.8
5

•

4 .8
5
4.6
4 .8
4 .2
4 .8
4 .8
4 .8
5
4 .2
4 .8
4 .6 7
4.00
0 .33
0 .11
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In terms of the overall rating of the handbook, as well as for each of the

five specific sections rated. the evaluators gave a positive response (i.e., equal to
or greater than 3.0). The mean for each rater along with a mean for all raters is
shown in Figure I .
Figure I
Mean response by Rater with Overall Survey Mean for all Raters

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

•

Rater l

Rater 2

Series 1

Rater 3

Rater 4

Rater 5

Survey Mean

In each of the five sections, the evaluators felt that specific section of the

USAR Company Commander's Handbook would be helpful and useful to a
person serving in that position, scoring it at or greater than 3.0. Additionally, the
overall mean of the survey was equal to or greater than 3.0, indicating in general,
that the evaluators felt that the handbook as a unified work would be helpful to a
soldier in a command role.
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The Overview/Handbook Summary was the longest of the sections
of the questionnaire, with twice as many questions as any one of the questionnaire
sections pertaining to a particuJar part of the survey. This funneling was done
intentionally in order to get the opinions of the respondents on the Company
Command Handbook as a whole. Once the broad opinions of the subject matter
experts are gauged with the most general questions (the overall handbook
ratings), then their specific feelings (favorable or negative) toward individual
sections of the handbook can be ascertained through the more specific questions
pertaining to particular sections of the handbook.
The mean value of survey responses for the overview/handbook as a
whole was 4.52 on the fi ve-point Likert scaJe, which indicates that the SME' s
viewed the Handbook as being an asset to the USAR Company Commander.
The subject matter experts agreed in their evaluation of the handbook that
it would be useful to brand-new company level commanders, and, to a lesser
degree (4.8 versus 4.2), that it would aJso be useful to an experienced company
level commander. The raters also felt strongly that the material applied to tasks
and situations faced frequently by USAR Commanders, and were favorable in
their opinion of the handbook ' s layout, references and summaries.
Each of the other five sections contained five questions apiece that
surveyed the subject matter experts· opinions on that specific section. The mean
rater response to the questions in each section is shown in Table 2.
The SME' s rated the Attendance section of the handbook most favorably
of all the individual sections, scoring it an average overall 4.8 out of 5.0 points.
They agreed that the Attendance section was arranged logically and that the
material was helpful and clearly highlighted the important points. They also felt,
but to a lesser extent, that the Attendance section contained applicable material ,
and in sufficient depth, a trend that continues through the ratings of the other
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Table 5
Mean Rater Response By Section.

Mean Rater Res onse

Section

Handbook - General Ratin
Introduction I
Attendance
ration

4.52
4.72
4 .8
4 .72

---

4.68 1
4.72

handbook sections, and wh.ich will be discussed in the next chapter.
The subject matter experts found the sections to be ordered in their
presentation, and clearly written and easy to understand, The SME ratings also
indicated that the material presented was helpful, a lthough, as mentioned before,
the aggregate mean from the raters dipped slightly when questions relating to the
depth of the material in the Training and Discipline sections were broached.
Lowest rated of the five sections (by 4/ I00ths of a point at an overall
rating of 4.68) was the Administration section of the handbook - although it is
important to note that it is still well above an " unfavorable" or even "neutral"
rating which equals 3.0 on the 5 point Liken scale used.
The evaluators favorable rated the Administration section' s logical
presentation and helpful information. They also found the section to be clear and
well~written, and approved of the depth and breadth of the material, although this
was, again, the lowest scoring question in this section.
Overall, the feedback from the raters was quite positive, and supported the
hypothesis. When statistical analysis was performed on the data acquired from the
survey (Figure 1), we see that the data also supports the rejection of the null
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hypothesis, and the selection of the hypothesis that indeed, the SME' s rated the
USAR Company Command Handbook favorably.
When the sample size is small (n < 30) and the population standard
deviation is unknown, it is appropriate to use a one-tailed t-test to test the
hypothesis. Because of the relatively small data pool possible (a rather low total
number of res ponses ( 175) gained from the 35 questions asked of each of the five
raters) a standard T-distribution test was utilized to test the validity of the
hypothesis. At an alpha value of .10, 174 degrees of freedom and with a standard
error of the mean of 0.1476, the upper limit required to refute the null hypothesis,
and consequently accept the actual hypothesis is 3.19. Toe lower limit is 2.81 .
The actual mean value of all s urvey responses from the subject matter experts was
4.67. These calcufations demonstrate that it may be concluded with 90% certainty
that the population mean for all raters of the USAR Company Command
Handbook will be between 2. 8 l and 3. 19 if the null hypothesis is correct and to
be accepted. ln Figure 2, the first column represents the actual results of the
survey, i.e., the mean for the sampled population for all sections. The second and
third column of the survey are the upper and lower limit, respectively, required to
reject the null hypothesis. As shown, the ratings for the handbook are not within
the range of the upper and lower limits. The null hypothesis is therefore disproved
and rejected, and the actual hypothesis accepted. The USAR Company
Commander' s Handboo k, there fore, can be statistically proven to be one which
would be likely to be favorably received by Army Reserve leadership, and which,
if used, would be of significant value to junior officers in command positions in
USAR units.
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Figure 2
Mean for Sample with Upper and Lower Limits
(T-test Results Shown GraphicaJly)
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CbapterV
DISCUSSION

Summary
As demonstrated statistically in chapter four, the fi ve subject matter
experts who rated the USAR Company Commander's Handbook in general felt
strongly that the manual would be helpful to both new and experienced Army
Reserve company-level commanders, and that the handbook would be a useful
tool for helping those soldiers attain enhanced job performance in a number of
areas.
However, with such an extremely hi.gh overall mean rating of 4.67 for all
responses from the handbook evaluators, one might perhaps question the validity
of the data. It is not unrealistic to recognize that this high rating can indeed be
accurate when one considers that there are number of different scenarios that
could cause an unusual picture to be painted by the data analysis as it is here. One
possibility is that the test instrument, i.e., the survey itself, was flawed, containing
questions and statements written so that the answers returned were slanted toward
the upper end of the scale. However, the questions were intentionally scripted so
as to be wholly impartial, and were not designed to lead the rater to any specific
conclusion. It is highly improbable that the questions themselves could alone
skew the results to such a drastic extent without being that intent being patently
obvious to even a casual reviewer of the survey instrument.
A second, more likely option for the high ratings returned for the manual,
and one which is advanced by the researcher recognizing wholly the risk of being
accused of shameless self-promotion: the USAR Company Commander' s
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Handbook was reaJly that well-done, and the ratings provided by the subject
matter experts are an accurate testimony to its potential worth and value to Army
Reserve leadership. This may well be the case, as evidenced by remarks about the
handbook in the " Comments" portions of the survey. Two examples of such
statements: "1 wish I had one when I was a commander," and, from a relatively
new Army Reserve company commander, " I really want to thank Lieutenant
Fiedler for providing this to me - it is sure going to come in handy."
Additionally, one rater wrote,
It is obvious that 1LT Fiedler spent a great deal of time and
thought putting together this manual. Not only is the thought
and verbiage organized well, the manual conveys a great
deal of pertinent information to a company commander.
A thjrd possibility that must be considered is that the analysis of the
handbook is flawed and inaccurate, lf so, the comments referenced above may
provide some strong indication as to the nature of the problem. What the
researcher is indicating here as a third potential reason for the high mean from all
questions for the sample population is that the responses to the survey questions
might have been influenced by favorable ratings bias on the part of the subject
matter experts. This particular suspicion may perhaps even be heightened when
one notes that the overall mean rating would have been even higher than what it
ended up being if the consistent low ratings by one rater in questions pertaining to
the sufficiency of the depth and breadth of the material contained in the different
sections had not had a significant impact in lowering the mean.
To discuss the impact and effect of this single rater in significantly
lowering the mean by scoring consistently low just one question in each
handbook section is to discuss the problem faced by all researchers who are
restricted by choice or logistical reality to testing a small sample population. The
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reason that low ratings by onJy one rater in a single category in each section can
have such an impact is that with only five raters being used in this particular
study, a single "one" rating by a sole evaluator strongly affects the scoring in that
category, pulling it down drastically despite the highly favorable ratings given by
the other subject matter experts to that same question through each category.

It is the opinion of the researcher that this individual rater was inaccurate
in his opinion and scoring of the handbook, and that his particular analysis may
have been flawed based on a misguided premise. This conclusion is based on
evidence which indicates that he may have missed one of the fundamental tenets
of the handbook- that is, its main concept of convenience and ease of use through
its brevity. He assigned the handbook the lowest rating (a " 1" or " strongly
disagree" rating) on the same statement in each of the four sections of the
handbook - Administration, Training, Attendance, and Discipline. The statement
that prompted routine disagreement by this particular rater was the one that says
"the material in this handbook had sufficient depth in coverage of applicable
regulations to be useful." These conclusions stand in stark disagreement with the
ratings assigned by the other SME's. On the same statements, without exception,
the other raters gave the material either a four (" agree") or five (" strongly agree")
rating. Fortunately, this evaluator provided helpful insight as to the reasons for his
ratings on this statement when he clarified his dissatisfaction with the depth of the
handbook in one comment section by saying spec ifically that the manual "does
not go into nearly enough detail" and that it does not do enough to recreate the
actual anny regulations from which the information was puJled.
This is problematic; in that, the " lack of detail" cited by the rater is one of
the features of the handbook, and indeed o ne of the reasons for its creation. It is
intended as an overview of the army regulations, and not a long-winded, word for
word regurgitation of the material. The other subject matter experts did not seem
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to have trouble grasping this characteristic of the manual. It is, in fact, stated on
the front cover of the handbook directly underneath the title where the manual is
referred to as "an overview and summary of the regulations ... " in sixteen point
type. This purpose was recognized by the other evaluators in specific comments

which counter the negative ratings assigned by the lone negative SME. One rater
referred explicitly to the handbook's purpose and function in his comments,
caJling the manual "a quick reference, valuable to any commander," and referring
to the cross-referencing of the subjects in the manual to the appropriate Army
Regulations as being "particularly helpful."

As discussed before, when the subject matter experts looked at the
handbook overalJ - as a complete work - the raters were very positive both in
scoring, and in the remarks cited above. Toe evaluators were consistent as well in
their scoring of the particuJar sections of the handbook. Comments were included
throughout the completed surveys by most raters, but most were not so much
concerned with the content of the handbook or in suggesting modifications to its
functionality, but rather with highlighting minor corrections of grammar, omitted
words and incomplete thoughts.
Following are several examples of the suggested revisions to the USAR
Company Command Handbook brought forth by the subject matter experts. Many
of these suggestions will be implemented in the revised manual:

Introduction -

" Add page numbers." "Change 1st
sentence, third paragraph of the Introduction. J suggest, ' for
commander to build upon and to tailor. ... ,..

Attendance:

" You need to emphasize the role of your
sergeants. In your general overview, you may want to
mention sergeant' s business. AJso, you may want to delete
the word "that" whenever possible."
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Administration:

"Add the word ·assets' after the word
' mobilization' in the last line of the second paragraph under
FTUS, page 17. Also, pg. 21, the 3rd sentence, under ' sexual
harassment' change to read, ' . . . be tolerated, and then place
command... ' "

Discipline:

" You may want to mention UCMJ in the
overview. Also the last line of page 21, change the word
' appear' to ' appeal. '

Limitations
One of the limitations of this study has been mentioned and received
initial discussion earlier in chapter five. That limitation involved a SME who did
not understand the nature of the handbook or the reason for its creation. In this
study, like many others, the physical separation between the researcher and the
evaluators of the material being studied, and the accompanying logistical
impracticality make the possibility of an in-person overview and explanation of
the work being studied an impossibility for the researcher and the evaluator.
Regardless of the number of letters mailed or phone calls made, without
face-to-face contact and the opportunity for thorough, two-way communication
with the raters, the researcher can never be certain that the subject matter experts
fully understand the nature, characteristics and purpose of the material which they
have been asked to review.
The consequences of the problem created by this lack of opportunity for
overview and explanation is embodied and exhibited in the low scores assigned

by the rater mentioned previously in this chapter as well as in Chapter N . These
very low scores- inconsistent with the ratings provided by the other SME's were received consistently from this rater on the same question pertaining to the
breadth and depth of the material in every section of this handbook. In the opinion
of the researcher, these low scores, which skewed the mean for all raters to a
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somewhat significant degree, were given mostly because the rater did not
understand one of the principle tenets (brevity) of the handbook. A five or ten
minute exchange with the raters immediately prior to the handbook review would
perhaps have aUeviated that problem. However, to conclude that this solution
would make a meaningfuJ difference in fostering accurate analysis of the
handbook and its contents would be to dispute characteristics of raters and their
behavior previously exhibited in this research process. To suggest that an
overview would be helpful in completely educating the raters on the purpose of
the handbook disparages the efforts already made to infonn raters about the
purpose of the leadership manual. It also runs counter to the facts that this lone
rater missed both the aforementioned signals and the outright statements that the
handbook was designed to be cursory in its coverage of the applicable Army
regulations, an oversight which suggests that it is not likely that this rater would
suddenly achieve this realization from a personal lecture on the purpose of the
handbook, either.
A second problem encountered in the course of perfonning the analysis of
the manua l came in the particular manner in which the surveys were distributed,
completed and collected. Upon completion of the survey process, it was evident
that the amount of time required to complete the survey had been significantly
underestimated
[n the actual process of evaluation of the USAR Company Commander's
Handbook, the surveys were distributed to the raters, who are a ll members of the
2 1st General Hospital , a large US Army Reserve medical unit, on the Saturday
morning of a nonnal reserve unit training weekend. The raters' instructions stated
that the time needed to perform the evaluations should not be more than one hour,
which was to the mind of the rater, a generous padding of the time necessary for
their completion. The average actual time needed to complete the survey had
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been forecast by the researcher to be on average around 30 minutes. The
researcher envisioned that upon reaching the Sunday evening deadline at the close
of the driJI weekend, a 36-bour period which was thought to provide plenty of
time for completion, all five surveys wouJd be completed and returned to the
researcher. This belief was supported by several items, including the fact that the
training scheduJe was not particularly heavy, and the raters had over 18 hours of
actual work time during those two days of the drill weekend in which to complete
the evaluations.
When all surveys were finally completed and returned, an unintentional
validation of a separate suspicion held by the researcher emerged. Although not
part of the hypothesis being examined in this project, this belief was a substantial
part of the impetus behind the creation of the handbook. That belief held that the
leadership of the USAR is excessively overburdened, and kept so busy by routine
administrative requirements as to be incapable of sustained effort on any one task.
Though not scientific, it was proven through real-life example when the SME's
were unable to complete a survey to which they had previously agreed over the
course of an entire drill weekend.
Granted, the completion of this survey may not have been the number one
priority on any one of the raters' tasking lists when it came to a choice between
fulfiltingjob requirements or completing a survey, the end result is the same: only
two of the five evaluations were completed and returned as requested at the close
of business for the drill weekend Sunday evening. The remaining three surveys
were returned to the researcher via fax in the days following the driU weekend,
and the last one was finally received a week and a half after the completion of the
unit's training assembly.
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Suiiestioos for Future Research
Possible options to the above-mentioned limitations which may be applied
in the course of administering the survey as pan of future research are several.
The fi rst option is to have the subject matter experts perform the evaluation of the
Commander' s manual outside of the context of the USAR drill weekend. The
handbooks and questionnaire could be delive red and returned by USPS,
commercial carrier or by hand, and returned using the same options. Clearly,
there is nothing that dictates that the evaluations must be performed at a drill
weekend, other than the convenience to the researcher of having all SME's in one
place at one time, a luxury afforded few others in completion of similar research
projects. Doubtless, however, the savings in time and postage are substantial and
attractive, and the fact that the SME's are all together in one place makes possible
the summary briefing/overview described above, which could be used as an effort
to ensure that aJJ SME' s understand the point and purpose of the manual. Perhaps
the most reasonable solution is to adjust the expectations of the researcher,
realizing that questionnaire completion is most likely not the highest priority for
most raters on a unit drill weekend and that training and mission completion
rightfully holds precedence. This adjusting of questionnaire completion
parameters in itself suggests a hybrid solution, where the handbooks and
questionnaires are delivered to the evaluators at a USAR drill weekend, along
with a brief summary and overview intended to familiarize the SME' s with the
nature and purpose of the handbook. The next step would be the questionnaire
completion and return, an action taken as time permitted for the evaluator. If the
SME evaluation of the commander' s manual and scoring of the questionnaire are
completed during the drill weekend then so much the better, but the rating of the
manual could also take place at any time during the month following distribution
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of the handbook and survey, and the completed evaluations could then be mailed
to the researcher, or even returned at the unit training assembly the following
month.
A third limitation of the survey instrument was in the similarity of a pair

of the statements and their accompanying apparent vagueness. These two
statements, to which the subject matter experts were directed to indicate their
level of agreement using the five-point Likert scale, appeared in the final four
sections of the survey which evaluated the four sections of the handbook:
attendance, training, administration and discipline. The degree of overlap in the
two statements was evidenced in comments by the raters such as, " Aren' t these
asking the same thing," with a sweeping arrow drawn between the two
stateme nts, and ''what' s the difference between number 1 and number 5."
Below is shown the wording of the specific statements (with "attendance"
naturally being replaced by the word tied to the appropriate section heading for
questions in subsequent parts of the questionnaire) which were identified for their
problematic similarity by the SME's:

1.

The attendance section was laid out in a logical and
orderly manner.

5.

The layout of the attendance section was clear and
highlighted the important points.

This limitation was, in the opinion of the researcher, a problem caused by
a lack of clear wording of the statements. With the convenience of possessing
insight from having authored the questionnaire, the researcher recognizes that the
intent behind the two questions was to address two separate aspects of the
handbook. The first statement was aimed at the logical arrangement and ordering
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of the definitions and descriptions of the typical problems which arise in the
course ofjob performance by a USAR company-level commander as covered in
the handbook. lt is .important to note that this is different from the specific degree
of clarity contained in the grammar, phrasing, jargon, and technical wording
contained in the text in each discussion of potential command issues, as this issue
was addressed in yet a third statement in the four sections of the questionnaire
which corresponded to the four main sections of the handbook. The second
statement, number five shown above, was the last statement in each of the final
four sections of the questionnaire, and was intended to address the physical layout
of the handbook in terms of several key aspects, including identification and
highlighting of important points, clear definition between sections and
subsections, the ease of use caused by lack of " crowding" and generally, the
degree to which the handbook sections were attractive and pleasing to the eye. It
is the opinion of the researcher that the terminology of these questions is
problematic, and that the confusion and requests for clarification received by the
subject matter experts is understandable. As the terms " laid out" and ''layout" are
nearly exact, and the overall wording of the two statements is very similar, the
lack of contrast and differentiation exhibited here is in all likelihood the root
cause of the problems which arose from the wording of these two statements.
When rewritten, the statements would be phrased to clearly indicate that
they are striving to evaluate two very different aspects of the handbook. Possible
rewordings of the statements which indicate more clearly on which handbook
section the statements are designed to elicit rater opinion are as such:

1.

The topics in the attendance section were organized in a
logical and orderly manner, and were arranged
appropriately, so that it was easy to find what I needed.
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5.

The physical layout of the attendance section was clear
and appealing and highlighted the important points in
the text.

The suggestion for future research in this matter, of course, would be to
ensure that all statements on the questionnaire are phrased as clearly as possible,
and that vagueness and ambiguity be elimjnated from statements contained in the
survey instrument to the greatest extent possible.
The final limitation wh.ich surfaced in the course of administering the
survey process was that of an excess of rater/researcher familiarity. That is,
because of an existing long-term professional relationsh.ip as officers and leaders
within the same Army Reserve unit, the raters and the researcher right have been
perhaps too familiar with one another. This reality is likely to have led to only one
potentially negative aspect in this instance: a compromise of the strict premise of
survey confidentiality. It is doubtful however, that this aspect of the researcher/
sample population relationship affected the survey results, or had any significant
negative effects on the overall results of the handbook evaluation, for reasons
outlined below.
This compromise of the evaluator confidentiality standard occurred
voluntarily on the part of the evaluators, and was a combined outgrowth of the
miscalculation of the researcher on the amount of time needed to complete the
survey, and a result of the close working relationship in the USAR unit between
the researcher and the raters. When three of the five SME's did not have their
questionnaires complete at the end of the drill weekend, they took the handbook
and survey home with them in order to finish them there as time permitted. When
the raters completed the survey in the days following the unit' s training weekend,
they opted to return the survey using the route of least cost, fastest return and
greatest ease: the fax machine - a device available to them in every business and
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many homes. Although the researcher never provided his fax number in any
material related to the survey- including the initial letter of introduction and
request for help, the handbook, survey instructions or any other material provided
to the evaluators-his fax number was already in the possession of the evaluators
and readily available to them via every unit leadership roster published for the
past three years. Although the instructions given to the raters said clearly several
times that the surveys shouJd in all cases be mailed using the postage-paid
envelopes provided with the survey materials, ease of use and convenience
prevaiJed and meant that the fax machine was used to return the evaluations not
completed in the planned rating period.
This manner of returning the completed surveys raises the question of if
the high ratings assigned to the handbook by the raters in the survey along with
the intentional self-identification were mere coincidence, or if the subject matter
experts were consciously intending to favorably affect the researcher in some
manner through the highly favorable ratings gjven to the USAR Company
Command handbook.
It is the researcher's contention that all raters completed the evaluations
honestly and accurately, an opinion evidenced by several factors present in the
situation. First, and primary among reasons to support this conclusion is that the
SME' s have, withou1 exception~ absolutely nothfog to gain through providing
favorable ratings to the researcher' s project. All SME' s are senior to the
researcher in military rank and none presently or could in the future bold a
position within the USAR unit where decisions made by the researcher in his role
as a company-level commander in the context of actions of the operation of the
reserve unit could affect them e ither favorably or unfavorably. Other factors
supporting this contention are found in the high emphasis in the military tradition
placed on candor by officers in all circumstances. This emphasis in action is
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evidenced perhaps most clearly by the observation that the two evaluations most
critical of the ha ndbook also contained the greatest number of comments and
suggestions, and were in fact two of the three submitted via fax with coversheets
which clearly identified the sender, that is, with the knowledge that their identity
(and their opinion, favorable or not) would be immediately clear to the
researcher. The final example showing evidence of honest and accurate
evaluation is that the option was still immediately present for the evaluators to
return anonymously the completed questionnaires to the researcher using the
postage-paid envelopes provided. Perhaps it was simply that the raters were
attempting to be most helpful in providing a timely response.
AJthough the SME' s were doubtless happy to be associated with positive
reviews of the USAR Company Command Handbook, it is the opinion of the
researcher that even if the same accurate and honestly perfonned ratings on the
manual had been negative ones, the method used to return the late surveys to the
researcher would have been the same. ln other words, those negative evaluations
would sti ll have been returned lo the researcher using the fax machine, again with
the convenience factor prevailing, and previous instructions, postage-paid
envelopes and the issue of ready self-identification through the use of a fax
machine all be ing non-factors to the SME' s returning surveys after the drill
weekend.
Positive ratings on this particular leadership manual notwithstanding, it is
clear that in future research the best approach would be to use subject matter
experts not known personally to the researcher. In this type of evaluation, SME' s
are not difficult to find: virtually every senior-level officer in the USAR has had
at least some command time that would quali fy him or her to rate such as
handbook. A researcher, if a member of the USAR, would most likely have to go
outside of his or her own unit to find these raters - an expected and complete ly
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justified effort when one considers research being undertaken at the graduate
level. These unknown raters should in almost every case provide the same level of
bias-free, credible and competent research as evaluators who are known to the
researcher, with none of the liabilities of personal and intimate acquaintance and
the accompanying baggage described in detail above.
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Part 1 - Introduction
This handbook is intended to provide USAR Company Commanders with an
overview of the multitude of rules, policies, guidances, orders and statutes that
apply to situations that will arise in the course of a drill weekend or at Annual
Training. It provides information covering a wide range ofUSAR topicsinformation basic to the duties of a USAR company or detachment commander.
While it is clear that it would be impossible for this handbook to touch on every
single regulation that may pertain to every situation, it should cover most issues
that commonly arise, and will provide pointers to more specific information
should the Commander need to explore the issue in greater depth.
This handbook is designed to serve as a springboard to help develop planning,
management and leadership techniques, and to serve as a guide for commanders
upon which to build and to tailor to unique command needs. The goal is to
provide a manual that will help provide ready answers to the types of questions
and situations that surface constantly and with little notice or opportunity for
preparation for the USAR Company Commander in the course of a normal drill
weekend
The task of a commander is to continually improve the capability of his unit to
perform its mobilization mission. He will be required to lead people and to
manage the resources of time and material to effectively accomplish the mission.
It is a challenging and rewarding job.
The success of the unit depends on the commander more that any other single
factor. This handbook prepares the commander to perform his duties, which have
been divided into four main areas: attendance, training, admfoistration, and
discipline. As situations sometimes may fall into one or more of these areas, you
will find cross-references when applicable.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Information contained in this manual was compiled from a wide range of sources,
including FORSCOM Pamphlet 350-10, USAR Company Commander's
Handbook and the Army Reserve Readiness Training Center' s Pre-Command

Course Manual
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General Oveoiew
Attendance issues are a key to your successful performance as a company
commander and you will struggle with it constantly. It is important that new
reservists, particularly junior enlisted, understand their obligation. Studies have
shown that the USAR loses approximately 20% of its strength annually, and that
most of these losses are junior enlisted soldiers who simply stop coming to drill.
It is important to ensure that new members have assignment orders before they
attend training assemblies or annual training.

Attendance Codes
At the end of every drill weekend, you will have to complete the DA 1379, the
sign-in sheets. You must sign every sheet of the 1379, and ensure that a letter
code is entered into every block. lt is a good idea to have your clerks working on
this during the course of the drill weekend to ensure the accuracy of your
accountability reports, which should be gathered from your sections. Ultimately,
however, you will be the one to sign each sheet certifying that your soldiers are
paid and/or coded properly.
ln most units, soldiers must sign in at the beginning of the day, and sign out at the

close of training. No soldier may be allowed to train who has not signed in for
training. The result is that a normal drill weekend with four UTA's (unit training
assemblies) will have four signature blocks in which the soldier's status must be
recorded.
You may hold accountability formations as you see fit to ensure the presence of
the troops for training. Additionally, controlling access in and out of the Reserve
Center or Training Area by use of gate guards and logs of people coming and
going is a good way to improve accountability and monitor the whereabouts of
soldiers.
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Be sure to keep sign-in sheets secure during the drill day so that soldiers may not
sign themselves in a manner that will allow them to arrive late or depart early, or
to receive pay for UTA's for which they were never present.
There are a number of letter codes that you will use to indicate the status of your
soldiers. A signature, of course, indicates presence for that particular period of
training. Without a signature, you must enter one of a number of letter codes,
which are listed below.

l.:..

indicates that a soldier is entitled to pay for satisfactory completion of the
UTA. The soldier must have been present for the entire UTA, must be in
the proper uniform., and perfonn assigned duties satisfactorily.

A;.

indicates the authorized absence by the commander. This may be for
illness, injury or other reasons beyond the soldier's control. An " A"
neither requires nor entitles a member to a makeup assembly.

II:.

indicates an unsatisfactory participant, a soldier out of uniform, or an
unauthorized absence. If the "U" is given for problems with a soldier's
participation or uniform, make an explanation in the remarks section of
the 1379. Tf a soldier receives 5 U's, he or she may be demoted one rank;
9 U' s means transfer to the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) for
unsatisfactory perfonnance.

S.:.

rescheduled training (RST). RST's must be approved before the drill
weekend, but may be perfonned either before or after the drill. Some units
require that the RST's be performed in the same month as the drill
weekend missed. Use this code also to record sections (such as food
service), who, because of specific duties, perfonn training at a site or time
different than the main body of the unit. These individuals of these
sections will complete DA 1380, Record of Training, which is attached to
the 1379.
When an RST is scheduled, note the dates on the 1379.

R.:.

indicates a successfully completed RST (with dates noted).

~

equivalent training. When a soldier perfonns training of the same type,
duration, and quality as the training missed, use code W. Show also (as
with the RST), the date the equivalent training was perfonned or is
scheduled. For practical purposes, this W code and 'equivalent
training' designators are infrequently used. Normally, the RST option
suffices.
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Z:.

authorized absence due to pending loss, discharge, transfer or
reassignment.

~

soldi.e r is at training - basic or AIT.

C

active duty for training - this can be AT, military schooling, or another
tour.

H;.

attached to another USAR unit for 89 days or less.

]&

attached to another USAR unit for 90 days or more.

N:.

presence of a reservist in a non-pay status - for retirement points only.

~

absence of a reservist in a non-pay status - for retirement points only.

Remark.,:

Tn the " remarks" section, the unit technician may change status
codes awarded in previous drills. Use this section to reverse U ' s, change S' s to
A' s, and the like.

Participation Points:
A working knowledge of the participation points system is necessary as unit
members will look to you to explain how points are earned and how the system
works. Members must earn a minimum of 50 participation points (from all
sources) for a "good" year toward retirement. Points are earned in one of two
ways:
Active:One participation point for each day of active duty. ADT, ADSW, and AT
are all credited in this category.
Inactive: These points are earned from several sources-...

+
+

Reference:

Membership-15 participation points per retirement year.
IDT-one participation point for each UTA (typically four in a
normal drill weekend), additional training assembly (ATA) or
readiness management assembly (RMA).
Correspondence course completion: one participation point for
each three-hour course completed.

See Table 2-J, AR 140-185 for additional, less common ways to
earn participation points.
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See also:
AR 135-180 Qualifying Service for Retired Pay Non-Regular Service
AR 14~185 Training and Retirement Point Credit and Unit Level
Strength Accounting Records
AR 68~30 Army Reserve Retirement Point Credit System
DA Pam 14~8 Career Development of USAR Enlisted Memben

Record of Attendance and Status (DA 1379)
The DA Form 1379, officially known as the USAR Components Record of
Reserve Training, is an important form you will sign as the commander. It is the
primary docume nt for reporting unit level events. This form is the official record
of personnel attendance and status. When you sign the DA 1379, you are
certifying the accuracy of the information, and authorizing pay for drill performed
or else reporting another status for a particular unit member.
Other key points about the 1379:
+
+

+
+
..L

+

This is the source document for auditing reserve component pay.
This is a record of attendance for assigned and attached personnel.
The 1379 determines eligibility for Line of Duty (LOD) benefits.
The 1379 is a permanent record of retirement points earned.
For your unit, the 1379 is the basic status re port for USAR personnel.
1t is a unit historical training record, as it reflects all RST's performed.
It is an annual training attendance record.

References:
AR 135-91

AR 14~1

Service Obligations, Methods of FuUillment,
Participation Requirements, and Enforcement
Procedures
Mission, Organization, and Training

AR 1~185 Training and Retirement Points Credit, and Unit Level
Strength Accounting Records
FORSCOM Reg 350-2
Reserve Component (USAR) Training
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General Overview
"The more you sweat in training, the less you bleed in war."
Chinese Proverb
T raining prepares soldiers, leaders and units to fight and win in combat-the
Army' s basic mission. "Training the Force'' (FM 25-100) and ..Battle Focused
Training" (FM 25-101) are the Army's standard training doctrine, and are
applicable throughou1 the force. An effective training program affects retention,
readiness and mission performance.

As commander, you are a leader, trainer, and training manager in your unit. To
successfully accomplish these roles, you must unde rstand the principles, concepts
and procedures relevant to the training arena.
Several principles of training are especially applicable:

,.

+

+
+
+

Train as you fight - accept less than perfect results initially, and strive for
realism in training.
Use performance-oriented training - Soldiers learn best by doing things
hands-on.
Train to challenge - challenging training inspires excellence by fostering
initiative, enthusiasm and an eagerness to learn.
Train to sustain proficiency - sustainment training prevents skill decay,
maintains high standards, and allows training of new people.
Train to maintain - maintenance training designed to keep equipment in
the fight is of equal importance to soldiers being expert in its use.
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Additional Training Opportun.ities
There is a wealth of training opportunities for USAR soldiers. By publicizing
these chances for additional training, you will be rewarded when you see soldiers
participating in exercises and other events outside oftbe normal unit training
events that challenge and teach them. These include exchange opportunities with
allied forces, humanitarian events like medical missions which are commonJy
held in South and Central America, and special joint reserve/action events which
take place like Operation Golden Cargo.
Be sure to advise all personnel of military education opportunities, schools,
correspondence courses and residence courses. You will commonJy see
information about all of the above-mentioned opportunities in the material that
comes through your mailbox as company commander. These come in the form of
both special announcements and through the routine command channels from
USARC HQ in Atlanta and through RSC announcements.

APFT (Army Physical Fitness Test)
A basic element of readiness is the physical condition of unit members. Place
command emphasis on and take a personal interest in physical fitness. Review
and test all personnel at least twice a year - once "diagnostic" and once for
record, as required by the reguJations.
Also, scheduling intra-unit athletic competition, such as touch football, basketball
or softball games during the last hour or two of a drill weekend serves as physical
fitness training and helps ·build Esprit de Corps and troop motivation and
enthusiasm.
Service members who are failures on the APFT are to be flagged to suspend
favorable personnel actions. See "flags" if you have more questions in that area.
APFT failures must successfully retest after six months. A second failure means a
bar to reenlistment or separation from the service for officers.

References:

AR 350-15
FM 21-20

The Army Physical Fitness Program
Physical Fitness Training

Duty rosters
Duty rosters, DA Form 6, are maintained by the First Sergeant of the unit to
ensure equal distribution of routine duty tasks. Separate rosters are maintained for
each duty, such as meal head count or CQ.
Reference: AR 220-45
Duty Roster
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Maintenance
Commanders at aJl levels are responsible for the maintenance of their equi pment
and material. Make preventative maintenance a number one priority.

+

Assign maintenance responsibilities for organizational equjpment to
specific individuals, and hold them accountable. This means to hand receipt down
to the user level. You, as the company commander, should be signed for no more
than the equipment in the Unit Headquarters Section, which is a couple of field
desks, a typewriter, stuff like that. Even then you can pass that responsibility to
the first sergeant. In no instance should you sign for equipment that you haven · t
physicaJly accounted for.

+

Ensure that equipment issued to the unit is serviceable and is properly
used and maintained. Prevent the abuse of equipment, and investigate any abuses.
Hold soldiers financially responsible for equipment lost or destroyed through
misuse or negligence.

+

Ensure that unit organization maintenance personnel are MOS qualified,
and that they both have and use current Technical ManuaJs and publications.

+

Train equipment operators to maintain their equipment, both in garrison
and the field. Provide adequate time on the training schedule to conduct PMCS on
all equipment.

+

Conduct command inspections; provide timely and comprehensive
feedback to subordinate section leaders. Ensure that maintenance
records-TAMMS-and reports, especially the Unit Status Report, are current and
accurate.

Weapons should be maintained by the users, i.e., soldiers of the unit, and must be
done immediately after firing or using the weapons for training. Be sure to
include time for this during that drill weekend. Additionally, you can put
quarterly, semi-annual or annual weapons maintenance sessions on the training
schedule.
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Chemical/NBC Equipment should be handled the same way. The user - the
individual soldier - is responsible for all operator tasks as indicated in applicable
TM' s. The gear should be cleaned after use, as well as through periodic
serviceability inspections.

References:

AR 220-1
Unit Status Reporting
AR 7~138 Army Logistics Readiness/Sustainability
AR 710-2
Supply Policy Below Wholesale Level
AR 750-1
Army Maintenance Policies
DA Pam 750-1 Maintenance Guide for Leaders
FM 29-2
Organization Maintenance Operations
FM 43-5
Unit Maintenance Operations

MEU - Understanding It
The METL is what drives the training of any army unit, and it is important that
the concept is understood. The METL, or Mission Essential Task List, is derived
from the unit' s wartime mission. The Mission Essential Task List is simply a list
of tasks crucial to the completion of that wartime mjssion. For instance, the
METL for a reserve medical unit would have such tasks on it as " provide casualty
treatment:' "defend the treatment faci lity" and " relocate the treatment facility.'·

The Planning Process
Training plans come in three types: long-range, short range, and near-term.
Long-range plans extend at least two years out, while short term plans cover one
year. Near-term plans focus on the next four months for the unit.
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During near-term planning, you should:

+
+

finalize the training schedule so that it is published three months out
make final coordinations for the allocation of resources
provide specific guidance to trainers

Section Training Schedules
As the METL tasks are composed of smaller battle tasks performed by the
sections of your unit, it is important that they are well-trained on those tasks.
Therefore, have the section NCO's draw up training schedules for their sections,
so that they can identify areas that they need training on. Be sure that their
sc hedules are specific enough that they identify a trainer, a time and a location,
and supplies needed. Ideally, the training can be conducted by the section NCO's,
as they should, in theory, have the knowledge needed to train their section. These
section training schedules can be then combined to create the unit training
schedule.

Vehicles, Dispatching
Vehicles can be dispatched only to licensed operators. Equipment is dispatched
with the followi ng forms in the Equipment Records Folder:
- DD 1970, Motor Vehicle Utilii.ation Record
- DA 2404, Operator PMCS
- SF 91 , Accident Report
- DD 5 18, OperN eh ID Card
- Equipment Identification Card (DA Pam Form 5823)

Weight Control
Enforce the tenets of the Army Weight Control Program. That means ensuring
that the program is conducted IA WAR 600-9, The Army Weight Control
Program. Take immediate action on those who fail to meet program goals.
Once entered into the AWCP, soldiers have six months to reach target weight.
Use dietitians for nutritiona l counseling, and physical fitness guidelines for
weight loss and musc le development. Service members on the A WCP are to be
flagged to suspend favorable personnel actions. See " flags" if you have more
questions in that area.
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ADMINISTRATION

Overview
Indicators of effective leadership
Awards
Civilian employees of the unit/TAPES
Counseling
Reservist's Employment Rights
Equal Opportunity
Full-time unit support
Inspector General, role of
MOS Qualification
Morale, Welfare and Recreation funds
Pay issues
Personnel Records
Promotions
Retention
Sexual Harassment
Sponsorship
Unit Manning Roster/UMR

OVERVIEW
Commanders must care for the people assigned to his unit. They may be military
or civilian, usually both. Their records, pay, and morale are important. To a large
extent, their morale will determine the effectiveness of the unit.
This section describes matters of personnel and administration that affect unit
readiness. Both military and civilian matters need attention. The fact that both
mix together may provide some of the most challenging management
opportunities. Work at it. The commander' s efforts in this area will really pay off.

Indicators of Effective Leadership
Morale, Espirit de Corps, Discipline and Proficiency are evidenced by the
following:

+

Appearance and courtesy
+
Attendance and AWOL rates
Care of equipment
+
Community relations
+
Personal hygiene
+
Unit administration
+
Punishment
+
Retention rates
+
Spirit of teamwork and belonging +
Mission efficiency
+
Messing, facility and living area conditions
Reference: FORSCOM Pam 600-7, Leadership
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Awards
Recognition of a job well-done is always a great motivator. Develop an early,
consistent program that recognizes excellence in your soldiers. Use certificates
and letters of commendation and appreciation. Make it a habit to write at least
one award recommendation each month, and look for quiet, steady
perfonners-those are the ones who often accomplish the most in the unit.
References:

AR 670-2

AR672-5

Wear/Appearance of Army Uniforms/Insignia
Military Awards

Civilian Employees/TAPES
Discipline of a civilian employee is governed by both DA and the Office of
Personnel Management reguJations. Contact your servicing Civilian Personnel
Office for assistance.
The Civil Service Refonn Act of 1978 outlines specific guidance for federal
employee training and job performance evaluation. Use TAPES (Total Army
Perfonnance Evaluation System) to supervise the unit's civilian employees. The
unit's civilian employee program will succeed only when critical job elements
and perfonnance standards follow the duties and responsibilities in employee job
descriptions.
Reference:
(TAPES)

AR 690-400

Total Army Performance Evaluation System

Counseling
Counseling is advice or instruction given in directing the judgment or conduct of
another by an interchange of opinions.
Counseling ranges from a " pat on the back" to a " chewing out." Use counseling
for fact-finding. informfog, opinion altering, airing of feelings, and for behavior
modification. Counseling may be necessary because of unsatisfactory
performance or personal problems. Gain knowledge about each individual. Keep
a record of all counseling sessions and give troublesome individuaJs a chance to
shape up and change undesirable work habits. Provide specific directions. Don ' t
neglect specific, honest and genuine pra.ise. Maintain an open-door policy. Use
individual sessions or group counseling. Respect the confidences expressed to
you.
( continued)
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Don't neglect to use support from other sources:

+
-r

+
+

subordinate leaders
+
Red Cross
+
mental health clinic
,
Equal Opportunity Advisors +
Other specialists

Reference:

the chaplain
community services
social workers
Inspector General

FM 22-101 Leadership Counseling

Note: Discipline of a civilian employee is governed by both DA and the Office
of Personnel Management regulations. Contact your servicing C ivilian Personnel
Office for assistance. Discipline of military personnel depends on their status,
such as FTUS or USAR, on AD, ADT, or IDT. DA Pam 27-50- 135 contains
information regarding USAR enJisted members. Contact your Staff Judge
Advocate for assistance.

Employment Rights for Reservists - Protecting our soldiers
Most reservists need leave from their civilian employment for part or all of their
IDT or AT periods, so plan training to avoid l.a st-minute changes. Tell your troops
to keep their employers informed of conflicts between their Reserve duty and
regular work. Absences from employment require adjustments by both the
Reservist and their employer. Private employers, for example, are not required to
pay employees for time off for military training. E nhance employer-reservist
relationshjps by giving employers information about the USAR, or by even
considering hosting a display of what your unit does for employers on a drill
weekend
General recommendations:

+

+
+

+

Employer Support of the Guard/Reserve toll-free: (800) 336-4590 or on
the web at http://www.ncesgr.osd.mil
Ensure employer support of your unit is recognized.
Annually brief soldiers on civilian job requirements and reemployment
rights.
Contact loca l employers on behalf of your urut members should conflicts
anse.

Reference:

DA Pam 13~2 Reemployment Rights- Members of tbe
Guard/Reserve
FORSCOM Reg 140-4 USAR Retention Program
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Equal Opportunity
Army policy: equal opponunity and treatment for aJI members.
Ensure that every individual in your unit is treated fairly and with respect. To
better comply with policy when you make assignments, make them according to
unit needs and individual capabilities. Be sure to explain the nature, importance,
and reasons for the assignments to the individual. Additional points to consider:

+
-r

+
7

See that all members are adequately trained.
Schedule training which is directly related to the development or
improvement of skills needed to accomplish the military mission.
Give your personnel the opportunity to attend worship service to practice
the tenets of their faith.
Avoid anything that could be interpreted as unfai r treatment or
harassment.

References:

AR 165-1
AR~20
FM 22-101
TC 22-6
FM 25-101

Duties of Chaplains and Commander's
Responsibilities
Army Command Policy, Chapter 6: Equal
Opportunity in the Army
Leadership Counseling
The Army NCO's Guide
Battle Focused Training

Full-time unit support (FTUS)
This is an umbre lla term which encompasses all personnel who work full-time to
support the unit. ITUS personnel may be Active Duty Guard/Reserve (AGR),
Active Component or DoD civilian employees or Army Reserve Technicians
(ART) - i.e., dual status civilians.
Most FTUS personnel are mobilization assets. Unit Administrators, both AGR
and civilian ARrs will mobilize with their assigned USAR unit. ART personnel,
however , will not mobilize with your unit if not assigned to it in a reserve
capacity. You should know whether your unit's FTS personnel are mobilization of
your unit or of another unit.
Selection, reassignment, discipline, training and promotion of civilian personnel
are governed by DA and OPMS regulations. See the TAPES section of this
handbook for more info.
Some additional points to remember about ITUS personnel: use FTUS personnel
as trainers in applicable positions. Counsel FTUS personnel when necessary.
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Review job descriptions for accuracy. Render annual performance ratings for
FTUS personnel and reward them accordingly. Support their requests for
schooling.
References:

Full-time Support Program
AR 135-2
The Active Guard/Reserve Program
AR 135-18
AR 135-205 Enlisted Personnel Management
AR 140-315 Employment and Utilization of USAR
Technicians
AR 612-11
Army Sponsorship Program
AR 623-105 Officer Evaluation Reporting System
AR623-205 Enlisted Evaluation Reporting System
AR690-400 Total Army Performance Evaluation System
(TAPES)
DA Pam 570-560
Staffing Guide for USAR Technicians
DA Pam 690-400
Total Army Performance Evaluation
System

Inspector General, Role of
The IG, a member of the commander's personnel staff, holds a position of
extraordinary trust and confidence. However, no secrecy or cover-up should be
construed in this relationship. Rather, the IG should be considered an extension of
the eyes, ears, and conscience of the commander. The IG ' s mission is to assess
and report, in an unbiased a nd objective manner, on all aspects of mission
performance, readiness, resources, economy, efficiency, discipline, morale and
Esprit de Corps of the Command.
ln addition to conducting inspections to see if your unit is in compliance with
existing policies and procedures as directed by higher headquarters, the IG
conducts investigations and inquiries and assists soldiers with a myriad of
individual problems that usually can' t be handled through normal channels.

MOS Qualifications
Personnel management in a unit must be done effectively and wisely to have a
successful command. Administer such things as MOS classification assignments,
evaluations, transfers, promotions, reductions, reclassifications and separations.
Ensure that unit members are assigned to duty positions for which they
meet (or eventually can meet) the MOS prerequisites. Request a timely award of
the MOS once all requirements have been met.
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+
Ensure prompt and accurate submission of MOS qualification data
reports.

+

Monitor assigned officers/NCO' s continued progression in career
development schools.

MWR Funds (Morale, WeHare and Recreation)
This is money that the unit receives for the benefit of the soldiers. You can
determine how it is used. The general rule is that non-appropriated unit MWR
funds should be used for the benefit of the unit as a whole. You can use this
money at AT to hold a BBQ, unit social, or anything else your imagination may
create.
References:

AR 215-1
AR215-5

The Administration of Army MWR Activities
and Non-Appropriated Fund Instrumentalities
Non-Appropriated Fund Accounting Policy and
Reporting Procedures

Pay Administration
Pay for IDT and AT/ADT/ADSW is provided by JSS-RC; timely reporting is
critical. Ensure the unit technician submits the monthly drill performance to
Central Processing Center (CPC) at USARC, Atlanta as soon as possible
following the drill weekend. In order for a soldier to be paid for a period of IDT,
the unit must report the duty performance. These attendance reports are sent to
the CPC via a software program called ADARS, which stands for Automated
Drill Attendance Reporting Software.
Pay for individual AT/ADT and ADSW is processed by the Reserve Component
Pay Support Office (RCPSO), which normally handles the unit's pay accounts, in
accordance with USARC Pamphlet 37-1 and JFTR Vol. l and AR 37-104-3.
Submit USARC Form 24-R with copies of AT/ADT orders attached Unit AT pay
is normally processed on a Tour Certification Roster. All payments for AT/ADT
are made from OFAS-TN. Claim authorized travel, per diem, and other
reimbursable expenses on DD Form 1351-2 (Travel Voucher or Subvoucher).
Soldiers will receive a LES, a Leave and Earnings Statement, which is a statement
of pay and deductions.
Soldiers must have Sure-Pay established, which is a direct-deposit program. Since
1997, the DoD has required that all personnel receive wages in this manner.
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References:

JFfR, Vol I Joint Federal Travel Regulations

AR >9

Intraservice Support, Installation Area
Coordination
AR 37-104-3 Military Pay and Allowance Procedures-Joint
Uniform Military Pay System (JUMPS-Army)
AR 37-104-10 Mmtary Pay and Allowances Procedures for
Reserve Components of the Army
(JUMPS-RC-Army)
AR 140-1
Mission, Organization and Training
AR 140-185 Training and Retirement Point Credit and Unit
Level Strength Accounting Record
AR 33>15 Management Information Control System
USARC Pam 37-1 Joint Uniform Military Pay
System-Reserve Components/Joint
Service Software (JUMPS-RC/JSS)

Personnel Records
It is important that the Military Personnel Records Jacket (MPRJ) is current and
up to date for all unit members, both for their career progression and because of
mobilization requirements. Require each unit member to annual review his or her
MPRJ (also known as a 201 file), finance records, mobilization packet, and
qualification records.
lnsure also that soldiers are current in completing physical exams and
panographic X-ray (or DNA record, when fully implemented) requirements.
(Reference AR 350-10)
Also, ensure soldiers have required HIV testing and education, as well as current
medical, dental and immunization files during annual mobilization file reviews.
(Reference FORSCOM Reg 500-3-3)
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Promotions
+
Ensure that you and all personnel are familiar with USAR requirements
for promotion. Often, as the commander, you will be able to waive some
requirements pertaining to time-in-grade for particularly deserving junior enlisted.

+
Ensure that personnel records for officers and senior enlisted e)jgible for
promotion are forwarded to the appropriate boards in a timely manner. Ensure
that aJI requirements are met, and that the packets are complete.
+
Develop and publish NCOER and OER rating schemes by name. ff they
are already in place, ensure that they are accurate.
+

Ensure that NCOER's and OER's are submitted on a timely basis.

Retention
Turnover is disruptive-much is lost when trained people leave the unit. If skilled
individuals leave, you have to replace them with the people available to you;
often this means you have to train new people to do the job. Have NCO' s officer
and technicians work together to retain good personnel.
Keys:

+

+
,
+
+
+

Conducting vigorous training and effective use of soldiers reduces
turnover.
Select, appoint and train a unit retention manager.
Establish a quality sponsorship program for new personnel.
Advertise recruitable vacancies on USAR Recruit Quota System.
Establish and maintain liaison with the area recruiting battalion.
Know current monetary incentives for enlistment and reenlistment under
SRIP.

References:

AR 135-7
AR 140-10

Incentive Programs
Assignments, Attachments, Details and
Transfers
AR 140-11
Army Reserve Enlistment and Reenlistment
AR 601-210 Regular Army/ Army Reserve Enlistment
.Program
FORSCOM Reg 140-4
USAR Retention Program
FORSCOM Reg 140-12
USAR Request
DA Pam 140-8
Career Development for USAR Enlisted
USAREC/FORSCOM Reg 601-67 USAR Referral Program
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Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment involves unwelcomed sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors in exchange for favorable action (i.e., promotion, pay, or an easier duty) or
to prevent unfavorable action from occurring. Also, sexual harassment may occur
with the existence of a "hostile environment.,, This is a touchy area, and it is best
to state strongly that sexual harassment of any sort will not be tolerated, and to
then to place command emphasis on its prevention and elimination, should it
occur. Sexual harassment is punishable under the UCMJ.
References:

AR 600-20
AR600-50

Army Command Policy
Standards of Conduct for DA Personnel

sponsorship
Sponsorship is an important retention tool. It is important to help newcomers
qujck]y feel welcome and at home at your unit.
Sponsorship is administered primarily by the first sergeant, but you are u1timately
responsible for the program's success. Also, there is no reason why
newly-assigned officers cannot also recejve a sponsor in a fellow officer.
Keys to sponsorship:

+ Call the new member. Welcome him or her to the unit
Ensure that a welcome letter is sent with sponsor' s name, telephone number,
directions to the drill hall and information about the next drill.
+ Personally greet the new member(s) at their first drill. Provide them with your
number if they have questions.
+ Ensure that the sponsor is performing adequately in making the new soldier feel
welcome.

Unit Manning Report (UMR)
The UMR is a SIDPERS generated report It tells you valuable information for
unit personnel management like who is slotted where, who is MOS qualified,
when a soldier will reach his ETS date, etc.
lt is vital that the unit manning report be kept current. Monitor your attendance
and participation. Ensure that soldiers who '1..J" out of the unit are removed

promptly, and that they and other "ghosts" are promptly removed from the UMR
so that your attendance percentages actually reflect actual participation, and so
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that better quality soldiers may be recruited for vacancies. The best way of
ensuring that this happens is to ensure timely submission of personnel discharges
and ETS actions.
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Part 5
1.
2.
3.
4.

DISCIPLINE

Overview
Discipline of Service Members
Flagging Actions
Relief of Responsibility

Overview
Military discipline is an important part of keeping control of the soldiers in your
unit. It is an unpleasant, but necessary aspect of leadership. If done correctly, a
disciplined soldier will learn from his or her mistakes and become an asset to the
unH, and can in fact influence the behavior of others.

Discipline of Senice Members
Discipline of military personnel depends on their status, such as FTUS or USAR,
on AD, ADT, or IDT. DA Pam 27-50-135 contains information regarding USAR
enlisted members. Contact your Staff Judge Advocate for assistance on specific or
particularly troubling cases. However, there are several general options, in a
variety of increasingly serious levels of disciplinary action that will suffice in
most cases.

1.

Administrative

Reference

a. on the spot correction
b. verbal reprimand
c. written reprimand
d. denial of credit for attendance
e. bar to reenlistment
f. reduction
g. separation

FM 22-100/ 101
AR600-37
AR 600-37
AR 140-1
AR 140-11
AR 140-158
AR 135-178

Additional Notes:

+

Written reprimands may be permanent or non-permanent. Non-permanent
reprimands will remain in the soldier's MPRJ for a specified length of time.

+

A commander may also require a troop to undergo drug/alcohol
counseling, corrective training, or with hold privileges - generally as he sees fit.
There is no formal appear process available to a soldier ordered to undergo these
actions.
(continues on the next page)
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2.

Non-judicial punishment (Article 15, UCMJ)
a)

For a member to receive punishment under Article 15, the offense
committed must be in violation of the UCMJ. That means, the
offensive conduct must have been in fact a military crime. The
crime must be minor in nature.

b)

lf an Article 15 is filed against a soldier, the soldier has a right to
demand a court martial.

3.

4.

Court martial
a)

A court martial can be convened if a troop refuses to accept an
Article 15

b)

A court martial can be convened for offenses too serious to use
Article 15.

c)

Convening a court martial for reservists involves some difficulty.
Civil charges are preferred when the offense is a crime under civil
law, like theft. A court martial shouJd be considered only for
serious crimes under mjlitary law which have no equivalent in the
civil court system.

Procedure for taking action under UCMJ (Artjcle 15 or court martial)
a)

Request JAG assistance.

b)

Hold preliminary investigation.

c)

Initial notification on DA 2627, to include soldier' s right to trial by
court martial, right to consult counsel, and the right to informal
pubIic hearing.

d)

Extend the soldier on active duty unit completion of the UCMJ
action.
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Flagging Actions
A flagging action .is taken to suspend favorable personnel action, and is started
either when an unfavorable action or investigation (formal or informal) is started
against a soldier in your unit. There are two types: transferable and
non-transferable - where the flag may or may not be transferred to another unit.
The two transferable flags, and the ones you will use the most are flags for APIT
failures and entry into the weight control program.
Non-transferable flags are for adverse actions like AWOL, UCMJ action, court
martial, and security violation.

Relief of Responsibility
If unit equipment is lost, damaged, stolen or destroyed, often someone will be
held liable. You will use one of three forms, depending on the situation:

+
,
+

Cash Collection Voucher
Statement of Charges
Report of Survey

You can appoint an investigating officer to perform reports of survey; as these are
very in-depth processes (and too detailed be covered effectively here), it is
recommended that you_ work from the regulations if you wish to perform one of
these actions.

Reference:

AR 15-6
AR 710-2
AR 735-5
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Corps ~ r t carman::l
cannibalization Point

Civilian Personnel Office
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CfU
CPX

au

CRP

cs
css

crA
CTF

CIT
Ci

°"
DAMF'

D,\RCXli

oc

rx::F'S

cx:sr..o::;
DESa::M
DEST

Central Processing Unit
cam-ard Post Exercise
cam-ard Readiness Inspection
Central Receiving Point
Ccrnbat SUpport; Chief of Staff
Cloth..i.rg sales store; canbat Service SUWort.
Ccmrcn Table of Allowances
Ccx:le Table File
cam-on Task Test
calerdar Year
Department of the Army; Demand Analysis
Dernarrl Analysis Master File (Replaced by tMF)
United States Army Materiel Develcpnent an:i Readiness
Distrirution COde; Demard Code
D3.ta Conversion ard Files Section
DepJty Chief of Staff for Logistics
Depot System camiard - ARaM
Destroy

CMF
Cl-03

Detachment
Director Facilities arrl Ergineerirg
D::cument History file
DJe In; Drill Instructor
OX:ument Identifier COde
DJe-IJVDJe OJt
Director of Industrial Operations
Discontinue
Defense Logistics '/v:jercy (Fonrerly
CSA); D3.te of Last Activity
Division Logistics System
Dernarrl Master File (Fonrerly DAMF')
DJty Military OCCUpational Specialty

[X)

D.1e ()..It.

OOD
OODM.C
OOD.l\C

Department of Defense
OOD Activity Address COde
Department of Defense Anrnunition Ccx:le
Cocurrent Number
D3.te of Rank
D3.ta Processin;J Activity
Directorate of Personnel & Ccrrmunity Activities
Dire:::t SUpport
Defense 5'-!el?ly c.enter
[)enarrl,lSUffl.X Ccx:le
Dire:::t SUpport System
DisbJ.rsirg Station Symbol Number
Dire:::t SU(:p:)rt Unit
Dire:::t Exdia.rge
Dire:::t Exchan:}e Activity
Dire:::t "Pvrn;iirrre Item
E.stiina~~1va1 D3.te
Edit COde; F.ssentiality Ccx:le; Expen::lability Cxle
Error Corrl.ition Ccx:le; Exception Control
Ccx:le; F.quiµrent cat.ego~ Ccx:le
F.quipnent Concentration Site (USAR)
Errl D3.te; Effective D3.te

Dfil'

DFAE

CliF

DI
DIC
Dil:X)

DIO
DISC
DI.A
DI..CGS

DJN

OOR
DPA
DR:A
[6
[SC

D/SC
[6$

CSSN
CSU
DX

DXA
DXI
F.AD
E:C (ED)
ECC

ECS
E-D.l\TE
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Comnarrl

ElD
DEE
EFX:

EEFI

EIP

EIR
roR
EDH

EXX2

ER-15

ER
ERC
ERPSL
ES
ESD
ET
E'IM
ETS

FAD

FAD
FNJ
FAPABS
FASCAM
FC
FC/ AFC

FIOIE
Fm-l

Fl.S
FL.SA

FORSa:M
FSC
FSG
ITAS
FIM

PIUS
FTX
FWl'
FY

GBL
GP.AS
GCXXM
GP
GS
GSA
GSU
GTA
HHC
l-ll-lD

HHQ

H/0

HR . ,.
HS •··

HSC

Estirreted Deli very !:ate
fue.rgenc.y Deployment Readiness Exercise

Error Explanation axle
Essenti al Elements of Frierrlly Information
Econanic Inventory Procedures
F.quipnent Inproverrent Rea:mnerrlation
Element of Resa.lrce
F.quipnent an Hand
Econanic Order QJantity
Enlisted Personnel Management System
F.quipnent Readiness
F.quipnent Readiness c.a:le
Essential Repair Parts Stockage List
Equipnent Status; Enployment Status; Essentiality Ccxie
F.sti.rnated shi~irq rate (Formerly F.AD)
F.quivalent Trainirq
Extension Trainirq Materials
Expiration Term of Service
Force/ Activity Designator; Finarx::e
arrl Ao::ount.u-g Division (Formerly FNJ)
F\lrx:ling Authorization D:>a.nnent
Finance & Ao::ountirq Office
FORS<XM Autarated Prcgram arrl arl;1et System
Family of Scatt.erable Mines
Furrl axle; Field CiraJlar
Furrl C:xie/Ao::ountirq Processirq axle
Microi .1che
Federal Item Identification Number (Replaced by NIIll)
First Line SUpervisor
Fair labor Stan::iard.s Act

Forces Ccmrand
Federal SUpply Classification
Federal 51.Wly GraJI;>
Ml Time ~ t a t ion S\JRX)rt
F\J.11 Time Mannirq
Ml Time Unit S\JRX)rt

Fi eld Trainin; Exercise
Fair Wear arrl Tear
Fiscal Year
Government Bill of I.adirq
General Performance arrl Appraisal System
General Officer Ccmnard
Groop

General S\JRX)rt
General Servia!S .Administration
General ~ 11-rY'\rt Unit

Grapuc ~ Aid
Headquarters arrl Headquarters carpany
Headquarters arrl Headquarters Detachment
Higher Headquarters
Hand rut
Hand Receipt
Hane Station
Health Servia!S Ccmnard
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IADl'

I &S
!AR

IAW

ICF

ICP
ID

rur
IID

IMA

lMFL
00'
INI'/SUB
INV1'

IP
IPB

IFO
IPD
IPCX:
IRB
:m:)AN

IRR
IFS
ISD
ITEi?

ISN
ISR
JB

JCS
JRX
JTA
JTX

lAI
LCC

us

LIF
Llli
ID

I.CXiEX

I.DI
IP
I.SN
I.SN,IMFNF
I..:IMP
MAC

MAa:M
MAD
MAIT

Initial Active D.rty Traini.rg
Interchargeability a.rd SUbstirutability
Inventory an:i Adjustment Report
.
In h:x:l:Jrtlance With
Inventory Control File
Inventory Control Point
Identification
Inactive cuty Trainin;J
In Lieu Of
In:lividual twkDilization ~
Intensively Managed Force List
Infantry
Inte.rc:hargeability/SUbstitutability
Inventory
Installation Property
Installation Property Book
Issue Prioriq Designator (Replaced by PD)
'!he Army Institute for Professional Developrent.
Issue Priority Designator C.a:ie
In:lividual Rea:>rd Brief
~ &

Repair Only as ~Jecded

Irrl.ividual Ready Reserve
Internal Revenue Service
Installation ~ l y Division also stock Control Activity (SC.A)
In:lividual Tra.i.nin;J Evaluation Pr'o;ram
.
Inp..rt Station Number
In:lividual Soldier Report

Jab Book

Joint Otiefs of Staff
Joint Readiness Exercise
Joint Table of Allowance
Joint Trai.nin;J Exercise
Lesson Administration Instruction
I.c.gistic:s Control COde (Fonnerly ATC:)
Leave & F.am.in;Js Statement
I.c.gistic:s Intelligence File
Line Item Number
!J.Jbrication Ord.er
I.c.gistical Exercise
Letter of Instruction
I.ocal FUrd'la..se
Local Stcx:k Nlnnber (Replaced by !Ci)
Local stock NUmberjManufact:urer' s Part Nl.mt:ler File

Lorr; Ta.Jr Management

Program

Maintenance Allocation 01arts; Maneuver Area Ccmnards
Major Anrrf Ccmnam
Materiel M.justrre.nt D:x::ument
Maintenarce Assistance ard Instruction Team
z.txiern Anrr/

MARFS
MAT CAT
MATES
Mc.AA

Record I<eepirq system
Material category
lwkDilization an:i Traini.rg F.quipnent Site (00)
Military Construction Arnrj Reseive

~

Managerrent eontrol Number

MCRL
MCSR

MDF

Master cross Reference List

Material Con:lition Status Report
Master Data Files

Mt6
ME
MEC
Mm
MEl'L
MFR

MHA
MI
MIIPERCEN
MIIro
MIISrAMP

MIISIRIP
MIS
MISO
MI.Cli
M'1C
M)BERS
M)BPERS

M:S
M:XJ
1'05C
MPC

Mm
MFR]

MPV
MRD
MRIC

Mro
MS
MII!I'EOi
MIC
MI'F

MrOE
MI'P

M U/R
MUSARC
MIJrA

r-w:>

NA'.IO

NO)

NmES
NEIT

NICP
NilN
NMP

NOFID
NCM

NORM
NORS
NaJNA

NSF
NSL

NSN

Marrlay Space
Mission-Essential
Manager Entry O:xie
Mana9erre.nt Etrployee Relations
Mission Essential Task Li.st
Menorardum for Record
Military Hcus~ Area
Military Intelligence
Military Personnel Center (AC)
Military Personnel Office
Military Stardard Transportation arrl 1-bvement Procedures
Military Stardard Requisitionirg arrl Issue Procedures
Management Information Systems
Management Information System Office
Major Logistical camarrl Headquarters
Materiel Management Center
Mobilization .Equ.iprent Redistrilirtion system
Mobilization Personnel Processin;J system
Military oceupational Specialty
Merrorardum of Unders~
Military o::x::upat-ional Specialty Ccxie
Military Personnel category
Manufacturer's Part Nlnnbe.r
Military Personnel Re.cords Jacket
Military Pay Voocher
Materiel Release Denial; Marrlatory Renoval rate
M'.:>rnin:;J Rep:>rt Irrlicator O:xie
Materiel Release order
Media an:i Status; Mobilization Station
Military Technician
Maneuver Trai.ni.rq CCmnaro.s
Medical TreatJrent Facility
twkxlification Table of organization & .Equ.ipnent
Mi.s sion Traini.rq Plan
Maintenance Use CcxiejMaintenance Repau- O:xie
Major us Arrrrj Reserve Cal1narrl
M..lltiJ;>le Unit Trainirq Assembly
Mcdi.f1.cation Work order
North Atlantic TreaS( organization
Non-ccmnissione::l Office
Non-camri.ssione::l Officers F.ducation system
New .,;,,..,.,
;
t Tra.l.nl.rg
.
Team .
~.......pren
National Inventory Control Point
National Item Identification Nlmtier (Formerly FilN)
National Maintenaoce Point
No Final Effective rate
Nanenc::lature
Not ~tional Ready Maintenance
Nonc.t)8rational Ready S\JR)ly
Next Officer Unifonn Allc,,..,an:::e
Nonstcx:k F\m:i
Nonstockage List
National Stock Nlmlber; NATO stock Nl.mber (Fox:merly FSN)
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OB
0~

oc.AR

OF

00:
CJE
OJT

OL

c:M1\R
(l,fB

CMPF
0~

OPFOR
O/J?C OJ?C
OFMS
OPSEX:

ORB
ORF
OS
OST
OStJl'

OVM

P&FM
PB

pro
pa:;
PC
PCB

PCN
PO

PCO
PCO
PEBD
PEMA
PFR

PIF

PINroINI'
PI.OC

PIL
PilJS

R'1I:R

mes
FM)

m:s
ms

™
FO
FOO

FOL
R:M

KMCUS
FOi'
!:QR

PRC

mN

Obsolete
Officer Pasic Crurse
Office Chief Anrrj ReserVe
~ional Form
On Ha.rd

On the Joo Experien::e
On the Joo Trainirg
Ope.rati,m I.e.vel
Ope.ration arrl Maintena.noe, 'Aney Reseive
Office of Management arrl axkJet
Official Military Personnel File
Operational Control
~~ Forces
OWnership/Purchase o:rle

Officer Personnel Management system
Operations Security
Officer Record Brief
Operational Ready Float
Operati,m system
Order arrl Ship Ti.me
One Station Unit Trainin;J
On-Vehicle Materiel
Position ard Pay Management
Property Book
Property Book Officer
~ B..xiget Guidance

Pe.n.shability ax:Je; Project Oxie; P.lrpOSe Ccxie
Property Control Brandl
Prcx:iuct Control Number
Priority Designator
Priority Delivery Date (Replaced by S00)
Property Disposal Office
Pay Entry Base Date
Procurement of EqUiprent ard Missiles Arirr:f (Replaced by APP.
Personal Financial Record
Place in Inactive File
System of Publication Distrirutian
Priml:y leadersh.iJ;> Devel~ Course
Prescribed lDad Ll.st
Processira Link for unautanated SUpply
Pre-Posit1alE!d Materiel Receipt/Issue Dxunent
Preventive Maint.enal'O! OleCk & Service
Personnel Management Officer
Primary Military ocaxpat.ional Specialty
Performanc::e Management System
Part Nlmtler
PUrchase Order

Port of Debarkation
Petroleum, Oils, ard I.JJbricants
Preparation for overseas. Movement
Pre-Position of Materiel Configured to unit Set
Performarx::e Oriented Trainirq
Personnel QJalification Record
Position Requirement axle
Payroll Number
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PS
PSP (PSPC)

~I
cuP
RBE

RC {REC)

RC8
RC MPF

RCR-IF
ROO
REFP

Rm
REI'

RFI

Readiness Groop

~

RHA

RIC
RICC
~

00
OOP (RP)
ROTC

R&P
RPA

RPIRS
ru:MF
RPSTL
~

RS
RST

RY
RYE

R&U
S (Sig)
SA

SM
SAC

SAIIS
SAIIS ABX

PliJS

SAS
SB

SC
SCA
SCASS

sec

SCIC
SCIFMIS
SEX:

SF
SGLI

Records Hold.irX;J Area
Routi.rq Identifier Oxie
Reportable Item Control Code
Readiness Managerrent Assembly
Requ.isitioflin3 Objective
Reorder Point
Reserve Officers T r a ~ Corps
Recru.itnent & Plac:errent
Reserve Personnel Arrrrj
Reserve Personnel Information Reportin:;J System
Reserve Personnel Master File
Repair Parts and Special Tools Li.st
Requisition
Report of surver
Rescheduled Tra, n i rc

RIU

SAIIS
SAIS
SAMS

Price Signal Code
Fhysical Security/Pilferage Code
QJality s~ Increase
QJantity Unit Pack
Reply By Erdorserrent (Forrrerly RBI)
Recoverability Code; Reserve Carp:>nent
Recoverability Control Code; Research Control C"::xie
Reserve canponents Master Pay File
Reserve Cmpment Personnel File
Required Delivery rate
Referena:! Papers
Regulation
Retire
Request for Issue

Reinforcement Trainin:J units
Ret:irertent Year
Ret:irertent Year Erdi.rq O:ite
Repairs and utilities
Signal
SlJR)ly Action
Staff Admi.nistrative Assistant
SlJR)lernentary Address Code
Standard Army Intermediate Level SlJR)ly SUbsystem
SAIL<; AB Exparded
SAIIS Prooessi.rq Link for Unautanated
Standard Anrrj '!-?9istics System
Standard Arrlrj Maint.enanoe System

SlJR)ly

Staff Administrative specialist
SlJR)ly Mletin
Seasonal Code; Signal Code; starrlardization Oxie;
Status Code; SUffix Code; SlJR)ly catalo;
Stock Control Activity
Stock Control Activity storage Site
.
SUb.stitute Control Cc:rle; Safety cate:3ory Code; stock Control
security Classification Cede
special Control IteIIs Code
Standard Civilian Personnel Management Infonnation System
Fhysical Security/Pilferable Code
Standard Foon
Servicerans Gro.ip Life Insurance
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SI
SIDPERS
SIMS
SLC

SID
SLDl
SM
SMCT

sr,m

SMR (a>DE)

SN
SN,IFN
SQJT
SC6

SUpportin;J Installation
starrlard Installation Division Personnel system
Selecte1 Item Management System
Stockage List Ca:ies
Storc!9e I.Dcation Designator o:rle
SUbstitute Line Item Number
Soldier's Manual
Soldier's Manual of Carrron Tasks
5ecorrlary Military Ccalpational Specialty
soorce, Maintenance, an::i Recoverability (Ccrle)
stock Nl.lni:>er"; Serial Number
stock Nl.lni:>er"/Part Number

SUperVised on the
5oorce

of

~

1T'T"\ly

Joo

Trainirg

SUPADO

staff epezition.s & Trainirg Specialist
Skill eualification Identifier
Skill eualification Test
stock Record A.ccamt
S([r Reql.lirements Alert Notification
stat:usjRej ection Co:le
Selected Reserve Incentive Program
Stock Record Report
Storage Section
SlJWly SUpport Activity
su:pervisory Staff h:iministrative A.ssistant
Social SecUrity A.ccamt Nunv:ler
Storage SoJrce Co:le; ~ l y status cerle; storage Site CCx:ie
Specialty Skill Identifier
·
Social SecUrity Number
Satellite Storage Site
Self-Service SUWlY Center
Starrlard Financial system
Starrlard Arrrrf civilian Payroll system
Starrlard Arrrrf Publications system
Installation Storage Facility
Soldier Trainirg Publication
Starrlard Trainirg Requirements Identification
Program & Enrollment System
SU:pplementary h:k1ress

SUPSD

SUperSeded

SOTS

SQI
S([r

SRA
SRAN

S/RC
SRIP
SRS

ss

SSA
SSM
SSAN

SSC

SSI

SSN

ssss
sssc
STANFINS

STARCIPS
STARRIB5
~

SI'P
STRIPES

SY

T&D
T&ID
TA

TM
TAACS
TAFF$
~

TAMf,S

TAl-15
TB
TBP
TC

TO:
TOID
'ID,\.

School Year

Trainin;J & Developnent

Trainirg am Evaluation Oltline
Table of AllCWcmeeS
Total Anrrf Anal:t5is
'Ihe Arrrrj Allthorization Ixx::urrent System
'Ihe Arrrrj F\.lnctional File System
'Ihe Adjutant General
'llle Arrrrj Maintenance Managerrent system
Trainin;J Aimun.i.tion Management System
Technical B.llletin
To Be Published
Trainirg Ci.raJ.lar
Type 01ari;Je Co:le; 'Iype Clas.sificaticn Code

Transportation Control 1-bvement Ck>onnent
Table of Distrirutioo ard Allowarx:es
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TOY

~ r a r y D.rty .
Trainin:3 Extension Ca.1rse

TEX:
TE.WI'

Tactical Exercise Without Troops

TF

'I'rainirq Film

TFQS
TG

TISA
TL

™
TO
TOE
TFC
TPSN

TIU
TR
TRF
TRAIX)C

TRC
'ISC
TSO
TSM

'IVl'
T'l
UA

U/I
UIC
ULC

U/M
llMD

UMMIPS
UM)

UNO
UP
UfQI'Y
URR

USA#
USAIIGPC

USAR

USR
tJrA

urc

Ul'P
VHA
VrMCS
WE
WES'I'Cll1

WETS
~

WPN

ws
wsoc
WWMCCS
Y'IC
YTP

Total Ferleral Officer Service
Tra.iner's G.lide; Formerly Ccmnarrler's Marrual (CM)
Troop Issue SUb.sistenoe Activity
Transmittal letter
Technical Manual

'I'rainirq Outline

Table of Organization ard F.quipnent
Traini.rq Pay category
Tre>q) Prcqram ~ence Number
Troop Program Unit

Transaction Register; 'Iheater Reserve

Transfer
us Arrny Trainin; ard Coctrine Ccmnan::i
Type Record Co:ie; 'I'jpe Requ.irerrent Ccxie
Traini.rq SUppc:>rt Center (Formerl':( TA5C)
Technical Services Office; Trairung Starrlards Officer

Test Site Manager
Televi s i on Tape
Traini.rq 'I.ear

Unit Administrator
Unit of Issue
Unit Identification Co:ie
Unit Level Co:ie
Unit of Measure
Unit Moverrent rata
Uniform Materiel Moverrent ard Issue Priority System
Unit Moverrent Officer
Ut"9ency-of-Need Designator
Urut Price
Unit Pack Quantity
Unresourced Requirerrent
Registration NLllnber
US Army Adjutant 'General Publication Center
United States Arrny Reserve
Unit Status Report
Unit Tra.i.nin;J Assembly
Unit 'I'jpe Co:ie
Unit Tra.i.nin;J Program
Variable Housi.ng Allcr.ra.noe
Vertical--Jihe Arrny Authorization D:.x:ument system
Withholdi.rg Exenption
us Army Western camard (Hawaii & Guam)
Week.en:l Traini.rq Sites
Warrant Officer
Wea[X>ns
Waiver status
Wea[X>ns System Designator Cede
World Wide Military Ccmnan:l ard Control System
'I.early Training calerrlar
'I.early Traini.rq Program

For a rore a:rnprehensive listi.ng, see AR 310-50.
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CLASSES OF SUPPLY

EXlllACTFROM AR 700-9, APP£ND[X B
FM 101-S-l, Chap(c:r 2

(

CLJ.SSES

DESCRIPTION

REQUEST AND

OF

OF

REQt.nSmON

SUPPLY

SUPPLIES

I

©
II

8

REFERENCES

"'I

FORMS

Subsis1.ence, including free
health and wcUare items.

ARs 30-1 &. 30-18
CTAs S0-909 .t: 50-970
DA Pam 710-2-l(basic loads)
FMs 10-13, 10-23, 10-23-1,
10-24. 10-25, 10-26

~chlnepriruoutofMaster
Menu. DA Form 2970
(FRIS) DA Form 3294-R
(ARCS & FRIS),
DA Form 3161 (additional
condiments and accessory
ii.ems)(FRlS)

Clothing, individual equipment. i.encage, tool sets and
tool Idts, hand tools, administralive, and housekeeping supplies and equipmenL
This includes ii.ems or equipment. other uwa major liems,
prescribed in authorization or
allowance t:able5 and i1.ems of
supply (nOl including repair

ARs 700-84, 725-50
CTAs 50-900, 50-909, S0-970
DA Pam 710-2-1
FMs 10-13, 10-14
TM 3&-L22-l2 (DLOGS)

DA Form 2765-1
DA Form 3161
DA Form3078
DA Form 3733-R
DAForm3953
DD Form 1348-6 (when
stOCk number is unlmqwn)
Other authorized forms.

pans).

m

©

POL - Pe1r0leum and Solid
CTAS0-970
Fuels, including bulk and
DA Pam 710-2-l(basic loads)
packaged Cuels, lubri=ting
FMs 10-13, 10-69
oils and lubricants, peaolcum
based specialty products:
solid fuels, coal. and n:lalcd
products.

Consauaicn nwcrials, in•

IV

8
V

®

eluding installed equipment,
ahd all fmilication and bar·
rier rnatcrials.

AR 725-50
CTAs 50-909, 50-970
TM 38-L22-12 (DLOGS)

Ammunition -or all types (in- DA Pam 350-38
c:luding chemical, mcliologi- DA Pam 710-2-i
cal, and spccla1 weapons),
TM 38-1.22-12 (DLOGS)
bombs, explosives, mines,
ruses, deconaiors, pyrotcchnics, missiles, roclcets, propellants, and ocher associ.atcd
iiems.

DAForm276S
DA Fonn 2765-1
DAForm3161
DA Form 3161-1
SSSC request form (forpaclcaged lubricanis) or other
authorized Conn.

DAForm276S
DA Form 2765-1
DD Form 1348-6
SF344

DAForm581
· Local forecast form or other
authorized form.

,J

L-629 (Oct 91) drp.
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,

a.ASSES

DESCRIPTION

REQUEST AND

OF

OF

REQUISmON

SUPPLY

SUPPLIES

VI

CD
V11

a

vm

ffi
lX

®
X

@

FORMS

REFERENCES

Personal demand iiems (non•
military sales items).

CTAS0-970
FM704-28

Not applicable in garrison.
(Free issue when PX
(acilhies are not available).

Major items: A final com•
bination of end produclS
ready for intended use: e.g.•
launchers, tanks, mobile
machine shops, vehicles.

AR 725-50
lM 38-L22·12 (DLOGS)

DA Fonn2765
DA Fonn 2765• 1
DD Form 1348
DO Fonn 1348-6

Medical materiel, including
specialized medical repair

AR40-61
CTAs8·100,
50-909 (Chap 13)
Health Sc,vices Command

DAFonn2765
DA Fonn 276S·l
DDFonn 1348
DD Fonn 1348-6

pans.

'

Regulations.

Repair pans and componenis, DAPam710-2-l
includes lciis, assemblies, and lM 38·L22·1S-2 (DLOGS •
subassemblics, rcpanble and ClassIX)
nonreparllble, required for
mainicnancc support or all

DAForm2765
DA Fonn 2765• l
DDFonnl~

cquipmenL
Material &o support non•
military programs; e.g.
agriculiural and economic
development, not included in
Classes 1 through 9.

CTAs 50-909, S0-970

-

N/A

,

\..
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APPENDIXC
ROLE OF THE FIRST SERGEANT
Extract from Table 5-1, AR 611-201:

M

USASMA

First Sergeant

a. Description of positions. Identifies principal NCO
(First Sergeant/EB) positions in company, battery, troop, or
similar sized unit to:
(1) Assist the commander in planning, coordinating,
and supervising all activities that support the unit mission.
(2) Advise the commander on enlisted personnel
matters to include duty assignments, promotions and reductions,
leave programs, military justice, privileges, awards, welfare
and recreational activities, human relations, equal
opportunity, and alcohol and drug abuse concerns.
(3) Coordinate unit administration to include
submission of required reports , vehicular support, supply, and
food service activities.
(4)

Provide counsel and guidance to subordinate

personnel.
(5) Assist in inspection of or conduct inspection of
unit activities and facilities, observe discrepancies and
initiate corrective action.
(6) Assist the commander in performing the following
training related tasks:
(a) Plan, conduct, evaluate, and assess unit
training.
(b) Ensure that trainers train to a standard.
(c) Assist the commander in integrating individual
training into collective training, and collective training into
multi-echelon training events .
(d) Plan and execute a battle- focused NCODP.
(e) Prepare and maintain an order of merit list for
schools and courses, ensuring that soldiers are qualified and
prepared to attend.
(f) coordinate school quotas.
b. Qualifications . Must meet requirements outlined in AR
614-200, chapter 8, and successfully complete DA First Sergeant
course, or serve satisfactorily in a First Sergeant position
for 120 or more consecutive days.
c. Restrictions. Positions must be coded MSG.
must hold rank of SFC or MSG .
M-913 (Apr 94)
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Personnel

Appendix B
SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Dear Reviewer of the USAR Company Command Handbook:
In the United States Army Reserve, personnel are often placed in positions
of responsibility and authority with little experience and minimal formal
preparation and training, particularly at the company level. This is part of the US
Army' s leader development program, in which increasingly challenging
operational assignments are one oftbe three pillars of leadership development
(with the other two being institutional education and self-development). A
particular example of this is soldiers who assume command of a company-sized
unit. Their authority and area of responsibility cover a wide range of activity,
including the creation and execution of training plans, the promotion and
demotion of soldiers, enforcing military discipline and standards, and completing
requirements imposed by higher commands. Their decisions have great
implications for subordinate soldiers and for the unit as a whole.
A handbook for company-level commanders (enclosed) has been
compiled which pulls together the many source documents that guide the actions
of the USAR commander. The information in the handbook is intended as a
method of ready reference for the issues which may arise in the course of a
normal drill day for the company commander. Tn short, it is an overview and
outline of the astounding array of regulations, command guidelines, Uniform
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) statutes, training and field manualssummarized and laid-out in a handbook which has been designed for quick
reference and ease of use.
As stated in my letter to you this past week, I am requesting your help in

evaluation of this handbook. Enclosed you will find the manual itself, a
questionnaire about your military and c ivilian education and experie nces, and a
survey that asks your opinion on the various sections of the handbook, and on the
value of the handbook as a whole. The entire process of reading the manual and
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completing the survey should take less than a half hour. You were selected to
receive this survey based on your knowledge of the USAR and your past or
present experience in a company level command position. Please answer all
questions honestly. The survey is anonymous, and your answers will remain
confidential. If you would 1ike to know the results of the survey, I would be happy
to provide them to you when the data from all surveys has been compiled and
analyzed.
When finished with the questionnaires, please return them in the enclosed
postage-paid envelope. I am indeed grateful for your time and invaluable
assistance. Please feel free to contact me at any time with questions on the
process or the surveys that you might have. 1 can be reached at (314) 965-9917,
ext. 1362 during the day, or at (3 14) 230-7353 in the evenings. Again, thank you.

Very sincerely yours,

David W. Fiedler
ILT, MS, USAR
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USAR Company Command Handbook Survey
The survey below contains sets of statements that pertain to your reaction
to the handbook as a whole, and then statements which ask for youT opinion about
specific sections of the manual. Again, please answer honestly as your responses
wilJ be completely confidential. The scale ranges from 1 to 5, with 1 being the
" strongly disagree" (negative) end of the scale, and 5 being "strongly agree" or
most positive response. Several Lines are provided after each question~ please
justify any "strongly agree" or " strongly disagree" responses, if at all possible.

Section I: General Overview and Reaction to the Company Command
Handbook

1.

This manual would be useful to a brand-new company-level commander.

Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

2.
This manual would be useful to an experienced company-level
commander.

2
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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3.

The handbook is likely to be used by USAR commanders in present. form.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4.
The material in the handbook had sufficient depth in coverage of
applicable regulations to be useful.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

5
Strongly
Agree

5.
The references listed to locate the sources were, to the best of your
knowledge, sufficient, complete, accurate and up-to-date.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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6.
The referencing and cross-indexing used made it easy to find the desired
subject.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

7.
The layout and presentation of material made it easy to identify important
points.

2
Strongly
Disagree

8.

Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4

Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The summaries were well-written and understandable.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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9.
The material presented in the handbook is applicable to frequently-faced
tasks by company-level commanders in the USAR.

2
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

10.
This manual will be helpful to commanders as they go about their daily
business at USAR drills and annual training.

l
Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4

Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

What additional general comments do you have about the handbook?
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II.

Your Opinion on Specific Sections of the Handbook:

The second section asks for the amount of your agreement or
disagreement with statements made about the specific sections of the handbook.
Those sections include the Introduction, Attendance, Training, Administration
and Discipline. There are five questions for each section, plus a space for you to
add any comments or suggestions that you feel would be bel.pful.

A.

I.

Introduction

The Introduction was helpful in explaining the purpose of the Handbook.

2
Strongly
Disagree

2.

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Introduction gave clear directions for use of the Handbook.

1
Strongly
Disagree

3.

Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The lntroduction was clearly written and easy to understand.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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4.
The Introduction contained applicable material on pertinent reguJations
and covered them in sufficient depth.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

5
Strongly
Agree

5.
The layout of the Introduction was clear, and highlighted the important
points.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

What additionaJ comments do you have about this section?

5
Strongly
Agree
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B.

Attendance

I.

The Attendance section was laid out in a logical and orderly manner.

I

2

3

4

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

No
Opinion

Somewhat
Agree

2.

Strongly
Agree

The Attendance section gave helpful information concerning policy.

1
Strongly
Disagree

3.

5

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Attendance section was clearly written and easy to understand.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

s
Strongly
Agree
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4.
The Attendance section contained applicable material and in sufficient
depth.

Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No

Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

5.
The layout of the Attendance section was clear, and highlighted the
important points.
1

Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

4

No
Opinion

Somewhat
Agree

What additional comments do you have about this section?

5
Strongly
Agree
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C.

Training

1.

The Training section was laid out in a logical and orderly manner.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2.

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5 .
Strongly
Agree

The Training section gave helpful infonnation concerning policy.

Strongly
Disagree

3.

2
Somewhat
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Training section was clearly written and easy to understand.

l

Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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4.
The Training section contained appljcable material and in suffic ient
depth.

1
Strongly

2

3

Somewhat

Disagree

Disagree

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat

Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

5.
The layout of the Training section was c lear and highlighted the important
points.

l
Strongly

2
Somewhat

Disagree

Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat

5
Strongly

Agree

Agree

What additional comments do you have about this section?
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D.

Administration

1.
The section on Administration was laid out in a logical and orderly
manner.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2.

Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Administration section gave helpful infonnation concerning policy.

Strongly
Disagree

3.

2

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Administration section was c learly written and easy to understand.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

5
Strongly
Agree
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4.
The Administration section contained applicable material and in s ufficient
depth.

1
Strongly
Disagree

5.

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The layout of the section was clear and highlighted important points.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

What additional comments do you have about this section?

5
Strongly
Agree
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E.

Discipline

1.

The Discipline section was laid out in a logical and orderly manner.

Strongly
Disagree

2.

3

4

No
Opinion

Somewhat
Agree

5

Strongly
Agree

The Discipline section gave helpful information concerning policy.

Strongly
Disagree

3.

2
Somewhat
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3

No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

The Discipline section was clearly written and easy to understand.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Somewhat
Disagree

3
No
Opinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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4.
The Discipline section contained applicable material and in s ufficient
depth.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Somewhat
Disagree

No
O pinion

4
Somewhat
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

5.

The layout of the Discipline section was clear, and bigh]jghted the
important points.

Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

Somewhat
Disagree

No

Somewhat
Agree

Opinion

5
Strongly
Agree

What additional comments do you have about this section?

You have completed the survey. Thank you once again for your time and
opinions. Please return this survey in the envelope provided. If you have any
additional thoughts, comments or suggestions, please feel free to use the space
below.

Appendix C
PERSONAL INFORMATION SURVEY

DIRECTIONS: This information is to be returned separately from
your questionnaire about the handbook. This second set of questions
will provide background infonnation about your civilian and military
education and leadership experience.

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Rank:

----------------------

Current USAR Assignment:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
USAR Command Positions Held and Length:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Military Education (Schools/Courses):,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Civilian Education (Degrees/Courses of Study): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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If necessary, please use the space remaining on this page to add any additional
relevant infonnation you think would add to your credibility as an accurate judge
of the USAR Company Command Handbook.
Again. thank you for your willingness to help evaluate this project. If you would
like to receive the complied data from the surveys returned, please place an ' X"
in the statement below.

l would like to receive the results of the survey once the returned
ta is analyzed and compiled.

With gratitude-

David W. Fiedler

lLT, MS, USAR
2 l st General Hospital

Appendix D
COVER LETTER

l O17 Treetop Village Drive
Ballwin, MO 63021-7461

Dear
lam currently working on my Master's Degree in Business Adminjstration at
Lindenwood University. For my culminating project in that course of study, I am
creating a "hip-pocket" manual for company commanders in the United States
Army Reserve.
This manuaJ is intended to be a handy, frequently-used tool, in which the
commander will find a general overview of current US Army Reserve,
Department of the Anny, and Department of Defense regulations, policies, and
Unjform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) statues, and how these apply to and
impact frequently-encountered situations (such as promotions, Equal
Employment Opportunity issues, weight control, etc.,) that arise in the course of a
USAR drill weekend.
In addition to the overview of applicable regulations, specific references are
included in the handbook should the commander need more detailed information
in more complex instances.
I am requesting your help in evaluating this handbook. At this next drill weekend
for the 21st General Hospital, J would like to provide you with a copy of this
handbook along with a two questionnaires for your input and opinion on this
effort. The first of these questionnaires will provide me with information about
your civilian and military education, experience in the USAR, and the like - all
of which will establish you as a "subject matter expert," qualified to comment on
the worth of this piece.
The second questionnaire will provide information on the value of the handbook
itself On this questionnaire, you will have the opportunity to rate such
dimensions as ease of use, thoroughness of material contained in the handbook,
and usefulness to a person who serves in a company command position in the
USAR.
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lf you are indeed willing to help me with this evaluation, I will provide you with a
copy of the handbook and the two questionnaires first thing on Saturday morning
of the coming training weekend. You make take as long as you like in performing
the evaluation. The questions on the two surveys wi.ll take perhaps 30 minutes at
the most to complete. Along with the previously mentioned material, r will
provide a postage-paid, in which you may mail the completed questionnaires to
me when finished.

If you have any questions at this point about my request, please do not hesitate to
call me, toll-free, at (800) 248-1930, extension 1362. Complete instructions will
be included when you receive the questionnaires, which are designed in such a
way that your confidentiality will be protected. Your honesty and candor will be
greatly appreciated, and the results gleaned from the survey will be used for
research only.

I hope you will be willing and able to provide your valuable insights into the
uti Iity and worth of this manual. If so, together we be creating a handbook that
should prove useful to USAR leadership and consequently result in increased
readiness and improved training opportunities for our soldiers.
Finally, I will be happy to provide you with a summary of all the evaluations
received on the handbook when my project is complete if you so desire.

I am extremely grateful for your consideration of my request. Thanking you in
advance, and looking forward to seeing you at the next driU weekend, I remain
Respectfully yours,

David W . Fiedler
lLT, MS, USAR
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